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An Investigation of the Identity of Naturalised Players in the Hong Kong 
Representative Football Team from the Perspective of Different Hong Kong Football 
Stakeholders 
by 
YUNG Sheung Ching 
Master of Philosophy 
The study of identity is a controversial topic in football (soccer) and is of growing 
interest in social science research. Over the past few years, increasing numbers of 
naturalised players from Africa, Europe, South America and Mainland China are 
selected on the Hong Kong representative football team. This has created much heated 
debate among the Hong Kong public and fans on the topic of naturalised players. This 
thesis first outlines conceptual aspects of identity and argues with special reference to 
the literature on sporting sociology and politics. If then asks research questions on 
“why do public suddenly pay much attention to the naturalised players in the Hong 
Kong representative football team”, “do public open to the inclusion of naturalised 
players in the Hong Kong representative football team”, “will public consider 
naturalised players as Hong Kongers” and “what is the characteristics of Hong Kong 
identity”. Research methods include a short quantitative questionnaire and a face-to-
face interview with knowledgeable respondents such as fans, selected players, coaches, 
managers, and sports journalists. Through the questionnaire and interview, this thesis 
figures out that respondents are sensitive to the numbers of naturalised players on the 
team. Notably, they are largely open to the inclusion of naturalised players. The 
performance of naturalised players is the only concern rather than other non-
competitive reasons such as players’ ethnic backgrounds. Nevertheless, an open 
attitude to the inclusion of naturalised players does not mean that fans are ready to 
consider them as being “Hong Kongers”. There are several factors that impacted the 
ways respondents evaluate the ‘Hong Kong identity’ of naturalised players, including 
contributing Hong Kong, understanding Hong Kong culture, putting down roots in 
Hong Kong, being born or raised in Hong Kong, motivation for coming to Hong Kong, 
the capability to speak Cantonese (the local dialect) or English, understanding the laws 
and social issues of Hong Kong and having Hong Kong citizenship. Perhaps 
surprisingly, race is not a concern for most respondents. They further suggested that 
“contributing to Hong Kong”, “having Hong Kong citizenship” and “sincerely wanting 
to be a Hong Konger” are foundations of Hong Kong identity. These findings 
contribute to the academic literature on the topic of Hong Kong football and Hong 
Kong identity. 
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Chapter 1 Background information related to Hong Kong 
football and arguments surrounding naturalised players 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Football is one of the most popular global sports. In 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia, the 
total attendance was 3,031,768 for 64 matches and average attendance was 47,3711. 
Football, especially international football, is also a favourite sport among Hong 
Kong’s public. From 2016 to 2019, the broadcasting rights of the England Premier 
League in Hong Kong cost £92 million, the second highest around the world just below 
that of America (£110 million)2.  
Football is a game, a sport, but arguments around it often go far beyond the game itself 
and its entertainment value. One particular argument in sport is identity. As George 
Orwell famously said (1945), “Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. It is war 
minus shooting”. Arguably, what competitive sports have done is to create a sense of 
“otherness” and bring out differences between two groups of people (Jones, 2004). In 
other words, “we” and “they” as two separate entities become more distinct during 
sports competitions. 
Arguments surrounding sports and identity are not limited to academic theoretical 
hypothesis. In real life, the identity of immigrant players in the Germany national team 
has drawn criticism. Players such as Mesut Özil and Ikey Gundogan, being Turkish, 
did not chant the national anthem of Germany before the match started and they were 
criticised for not being loyal to Germany and hence should not play for the national 
                                                          
1 Average and total attendance at FIFA football World Cup games from 1930 to 2018, 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/264441/number-of-spectators-at-football-world-cups-since-1930/,  (accessed at 
19/2/2019) 
2 華拉堤踢法似我, “部份有關英超轉播費收益的數字，香港在全球轉播費上僅比美國少！”, Fanpiece 球迷世界, 
14/05/2018 https://football.fanpiece.com/footballsense/部份有關英超轉播費收益的數字-香港在全球轉播費上僅比美國




team3. They were also scapegoated for the poor performance of the Germany national 
team in the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia4.  
 
1.2 Overview on the identity arguments of naturalised players (NP) in the Hong 
Kong representative football team 
Although local football is not overly popular in Hong Kong5, arguments around the 
identity of the Hong Kong representative team players abound. The HK team has a 
long history with the inclusion of naturalised players who come from all around the 
world including Europe, Africa, South America and Mainland China. They represent 
the HK team and are recognized by fans as “naturalised players (NP)”. The more 
popular ones include Arthur. G. Santos and J. H. Toledo in 1950s; Derek Currie, Dave 
Anderson and Hugh McCrory in 1980s; Dale Tempest, Mark Grainger, Anto Grabo, 
John Moore and Marlon Ricardo van der Sander in 1990s and Gerard Ambassa Guy, 
Lawrence Akandu and Cristiano Cordeiro in 2000s6. Indeed, in recent years, increasing 
numbers of NPs have represented the HK team. With their help, the team has achieved 
satisfactory results. In the 2018 World Cup Qualification Tournament, the HK team 
was ranked third in Group E out of five teams with 4 wins, 2 draws and 2 losses.  
Table 1.1: Naturalised players represented HK in the 2018 FIFA World Cup 
Qualification Tournament 
Name  Original nationality 
Baise Festus Nigerian 
Bai He Mainland Chinese 
Kilama Jean Cameroonian 
Xu De Shuai Mainland Chinese 
Annan Christian Ghanaian 
McKee Jaimes British 
Ju Ying Zhi Mainland Chinese 
                                                          
3 Anonymous, “Euro 2012: Germany team criticised for not singing before they were losing”, the Guardian, 2/7/2012, 
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2012/jul/02/germany-euro-2012-singing, (accessed at 19/2/2019) 
4 Michelle Martin, “Soccer: Ozil quits German national side citing racism over Turkish heritage”, Reuters, 23/7/2018, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-soccer-germany-turkey/soccer-ozil-quits-german-national-side-citing-racism-over-
turkish-heritage-idUSKBN1KC0UQ, (accessed at 19/2/2019) 
5 The average attendance of HK premier league in the season of 2018-2019 is 1039, https://www.hkfa.com/en/league/10/, 
(updated at 1/21/2019) 
6 寸咀足球組, “歸化交叉點——歸化香港，請居滿七年”, Fanpiece 球迷世界, 10/09/2015, 
https://football.fanpiece.com/trashtalking-soccer/%E6%AD%B8%E5%8C%96%E4%BA%A4%E5%8F%89%E9%BB%9E-
%E6%AD%B8%E5%8C%96%E9%A6%99%E6%B8%AF-%E8%AB%8B%E5%B1%85%E6%BB%BF%E4%B8%83%E5%B9%B4-




Huang Yang Mainland Chinese 
Karikari Godfred Ghanaian 
Sealy Jack British 




Alex Akande Nigerian 
Roberto Orlando Affonso Junior Brazilian 
 
In 2019, EAFF E-1 Football Championship, the HK team won the championship in 
the Second Preliminary round and was promoted to the final round.  
Table 1.2: Naturalised players represented HK in EAFF E-1 Football 
Championship 
name Original nationality 
Wang Zhen Peng Mainland Chinese 
Xu De Shuai Mainland Chinese 
Alex Akande Nigerian 
Sandro Brazilian 
Ngue Cameroonian 
Jaimes Mckee British 
Dani Cancela Spanish 
Baise Festus Nigerian 
Andrew Russell British 
Huang Yang Mainland Chinese 
  
Fans are delighted with better results. However, different attitudes towards NPs have 
emerged. Opinions are divided over the inclusion of NPs on the HK team. Some fans 
question the representativeness of these naturalised players and feel shameful to rely 
on foreign talents. These views assume that naturalised players, “coloured” players 
and non-local rooted players, are “others” (Ho & Chiu, 2016). On the other hand, some 
fans disagree and argue that naturalised players have fulfilled the requirement of 
naturalisation and HK is culturally diverse, so Hong Kongese should not be limited to 
skin colour and ethnicity (Ho & Chiu, 2016).  These arguments will lead to the research 





1.3 A concise history of Hong Kong football7 
The development of football in HK can usefully be divided into three broad periods: 
1842 to 1971, 1971 to 2000s and from 2000s to present.  
Hong Kong was called the “Far East Football Kingdom” from the late 19th to the mid-
20th centuries (Lam, 2017; Lai, 2018). Football was introduced by British soldiers and 
merchants when Hong Kong became a colony of Britain in 1841. The Hong Kong 
Football Club (HKFC) was established in 1886 which was the first football club in 
Hong Kong and Asia, but its members were mainly British soldiers and merchants. 
The Hong Kong Football Association (HKFA) was officially set up in 1914. The first 
Chinese football club was the Chinese Football Team “華人足球隊”, which later 
renamed as South China Athletic Association (SCAA) “南華體育會” in 1920, was 
established in 1908 by a group of local Chinese students. SCAA joined the local league 
in 1914 and gained massive support among local Chinese. Football competitions 
became an “alternative battlefield”, as George Orwell described, for local Chinese to 
challenge the British ruler in HK.  
Starting from the 1968-1969 season, the Hong Kong First Division Football League 
became professional. Indeed, Hong Kong was the first in Asia to have a professional 
football league, 15 years before South Korea and 20 years before Japan and China. 
Prior to 1971, Hong Kong players usually represented the national team of Republic 
of China (RC) (Often called “Taiwan” or “Chinese Taipei” nowadays) in international 
level competitions such as the Asia Games and Olympic Games. With the help of Hong 
Kong players, team of RC won the football competition champion of the Far East Asia 
game from the second session in 1915 to the last session in 1934. Team of RC had also 
twice won the title of the Asia Games with the help of Hong Kong players in 1954 and 
1958. In the 1960 Rome Olympic Games, all players in the team of RC came from 
Hong Kong, including big names such as Yiu Chuk Yin (姚卓然), Spencer Lam 
Sheung Yee (林尚義) and Cheung Chi Doy (張子岱). Different from the turmoil in 
Mainland China, the stable social and political environment of Hong Kong bred many 
great Chinese players such as Lee Wai Tong (李惠堂), who was one of the most 
                                                          
7 Content of this section is referenced from two books: 1. 林匡正, 香港足球史, (香港: 四不象, 2017), 2. 賴文輝, 簡明香港足




famous Hong Kong players from the late 19th century to early 20th century. In 1976, 
a German football magazine nominated Lee Wai Tong as one of the five best players 
of the 20th century together with Pele, Puskas, Di Stefano, Sir Stanley Matthews in 
recognition of Lee’s professional skills.  
After 1971, Hong Kong players have not been allowed to represent other national 
teams except that of Hong Kong because of the pressure from the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC) and owners of the local football clubs.  
After the end of the civil war in China (1949), Hong Kong’s football league became 
an “alternative battlefield” for the Communist party and Nationalist party. Some clubs 
such as the “Happy Valley Athletic Association 愉園體育會” and “HK Tung Sing 
Athletic Association 東昂體育會” had Communist background, while some other 
clubs such as “Kitchee 傑志” and “Eastern Athletic Association 東方體育會” (EAA) 
had Nationalist background. Matches between clubs with opposite political 
backgrounds would trigger a lot of noises among public.  
Watching local football was one of the most favourite public entertainments in Hong 
Kong from the 1950s to the 1990s. The spectator record set was 31,000 in the game 
between SCAA and Instant-Dict (快譯通) in 1996. Under this heated atmosphere, 
different clubs spent huge sums of money to attract good local and foreign players. 
Many famous foreign players and coaches from all around the world joined local 
football clubs. For instance, Bobby Moore had been a player for Eastern Athletic 
Association (EAA); George Best had been a player for Rangers. Many companies, or 
merchants also set up their own teams to join the football league, such as Seiko, Bulova, 
Kowloon Bus, Jardines, and Instant-dict. However, on the national team aspect, the 
HK team could not continue the good performance from the team of RC. Since 1972, 
the HK team has not been promoted to the main round of Asia Cup again.  
During the early 2000s, local HK football faced a recession that some people termed 
“Ice Age”.  The average attendance per game during the “Ice Age” was below 1000. 
Local football clubs lack funds for investment and the youth training was nearly 
stopped. However, the HK team won the football champion of the East Asia Game in 
2009. In response to this good result, the HKFA launched the “Phoenix Reform 




was changed to Hong Kong Premier League during the 2014-2015 season. More 
district clubs were set up. In the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 seasons, EAA and Kitchee 
were qualified to participate in the Asian Champions League. In the 2019 EAFF E-1 
Football Championship, the HK team was the champion of the Second Preliminary 
round and was promoted to the final round. 
In conclusion, Hong Kong football experienced ups and downs in the last century. 
Hong Kong players represented the Republic of China and achieved good results in 
international level competitions before 1960s, but after then, they were not allowed to 
represent the Republic of China and the Hong Kong national team did not achieve 
good results on international level competitions as before. Meanwhile, local league 
was still a favourable public entertainment. However, starting from 2000s, local 
football entered the “Ice Age”. The number of spectators dropped dramatically. 
Surprisingly, the HK team won the title of the East Asia Game in 2009. HKFA 
launched the reform program in 2009 because of the good result of the HK team. More 
district clubs are set up and the HK team had achieved better results than the last 
decade.   
 
1.4 Defining terms: the classification of players in Hong Kong & naturalisation 
procedure for non-Chinese citizens to be Hong Kong citizens  
According to the current regulations of the HKFA, players in Hong Kong have 
different status. Each status has different requirements and restrictions.  
(a) Local player: players who are eligible to play for the Hong Kong national 
football team8. 
◼ A HKSAR passport holder is qualified to play for the HK team9 
                                                          
8 Article 5.1: Any person holding a permanent nationality that is not dependent on residence in a certain country is eligible to 







◼ A PRC passport holder10 is qualified to play for the HK team11  
(b) Non-resident (foreign) player: players who have foreign nationalities. 
Some status are commonly used by local football fans but there are no official 
definitions for these identities. 
(c) Naturalised player (NP): There is not an official definition for a NP. In fact, 
NPs are “local players” under the definition of HKFA because they are eligible 
to play for the HK team. In general, local football fans usually define NPs as 
players who have given up their own foreign nationality in exchange for 
HKSAR passport to play for the HK national team. 
(d) Bloodline player12: There is also not an official definition for bloodline players. 
They are widely described as players who are born outside Hong Kong with a 
foreign nationality and unable to play for the HK team, but their parents or 
grandparents have the ancestry of Hong Kong.  
Naturalisation procedure for non-Chinese citizens to become Hong Kong citizens 
(acquiring the permanent identity card and passport): consists of three steps. First, 
he/she needs to attain permanent residency of Hong Kong. Under the Immigration 
Ordinance, a person not of Chinese nationality who has entered Hong Kong with a 
valid travel document, has ordinarily resided in Hong Kong for a continuous period of 
not less than seven years and has taken Hong Kong as his/her place of permanent 
residence before or after the establishment of the HKSAR. He/she can enjoy the 
permanent residency in Hong Kong. Second, according to Article 3 of the Nationality 
Law of the People's Republic of China, The People’s Republic of China does not 
recognise dual nationality for any Chinese national13. Therefore, he/she has to give up 
his/her original nationality if he/she wants to naturalise to HK. Third, after that, he/she 
is eligible to apply for the HKSAR passport. A person is eligible to apply for a Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) passport if he/she is: a Chinese citizen; 
                                                          
10 https://www.hkfa.com/upload/footballconnect/1819_Chinese_Passport_Holder_Chi.pdf 
11 According to the special amendment of FIFA, a PRC passport holder is qualified to play for the HK team if he consecutively 
stays in Hong Kong for more than two years and do not represent another national team. (source: author’ email enquiry to 
HKFA) 
12 example: Lam Zhi Gin Andreas, Jared Lum, Sean Tse 
13 Officially, there is no “Hong Kong nationality”. Hence, only having a Hong Kong permanent identity card is not qualified to 
play for HK team. Having a HKSAR passport equal to having a Chinese nationality which is eligible to play for HK team 




a permanent resident of the HKSAR; and a holder of a valid Hong Kong permanent 
identity card.  
 
1.5 Research objectives 
As mentioned in section 1.2, local football fans have held different attitudes toward 
the inclusion of NPs in the HK team. This thesis tries to turn the public debate of NPs 
into an organized academic analysis. The first objective of this research is to find out 
why the arguments surrounding NPs have become controversial in recent years. The 
second objective of this research is to investigate the attitude of local football 
participants14 towards the inclusion of NPs in the HK team. The third aim is to study 
whether local football stakeholders consider NPs as Hong Kongers.  
The fourth aim is to investigate the characteristics of Hong Kong identity within the 
framework of sporting culture. Hong Kong identity is often described as a product of 
the discrepancy between Hong Kong and China. For instance, according to Lau Siu 
Kai (1998), Hong Kong local identity was built on the differences in economic and 
political system between Hong Kong and China, and also the privilege in living 
standard ahead of Mainland China. However, Hong Kong has now been reunified with 
China since 1997, more than 20 years, and Mainland China has undergone a rapid 
economic development after the “reform and openness” of the past four decades or so. 
The discrepancies between Hong Kong and China in political and economic aspects 
have narrowed. Therefore, I would like to use another angle, that is sports, to study the 
characteristics of Hong Kong identity.  
 
Chapter summary 
This chapter has briefly introduced the issues related to the identity argument of NPs 
among local football fans as essential background for the research. A concise history 
of Hong Kong football has also been provided because it is useful to interpret the 
interview data in chapter 5 to 7. Definitions of different identities and legal articles 
                                                          




related to the naturalisation procedure were also introduced. Finally, research 





Chapter 2 Literature review: The social meaning and 
function of sports 
 
The relationship between sports and regional identity will be explained in this chapter. 
Sport involves games and is essentially form of entertainment, but it is important to 
explain the social function and meaning of sport besides its game and entertainment 
value. The functional perspective and humanistic perspective will be adopted to 
provide a theoretical framework for the analysis of the relationships between sport and 
identity. Moreover, studies on Scotland, Wales and Ireland will be discussed to provide 
evidence of the relationships between sport and regional identity in real life settings. 
Furthermore, cases from Hong Kong will be compared with those from Scotland, 
Wales and Ireland to suggest that sport also affects the Hong Kong identity. Meanwhile, 
some contemporary political factors may encourage members of Hong Kong’s public 
to pay more attention to players’ identity nowadays. At the end of this chapter, 
arguments related to the players’ identity from Wales and Ireland are presented to 
suggest that arguments surrounding players’ identity are universal rather than local or 
regional.  
 
2.1 Sociological framework of sport and identity  
2.1.1 Functional perspective  
From the functional perspective, sport is a form of religion or a religion-like social 
practice (Coakley, 2015). For example, sacred objects of sport could be the playing 
field, the trophy room, the stadium and even the jersey itself. Totemic objects could 
be sports heroes who live in a profane world but achieve remarkable success. Moreover, 
significant victories would be celebrated through forms of carnival behaviours that 
promote communitas (Giulianotti, 2005). For instance, baseball is to many Americans 
like civil religion which inculcates masculine norms, strong patriotic values, 
superiority of American way and the conviction of “God is on our side” to offer 
“national self-transcendence” (Evans, 2002). 




1.  Both have places for holding gatherings and events. Sport competitions take 
place in stadiums and arenas; religion activities take place in churches and 
temples; 
2. Both aim at perfection in body, mind and spirit. Sports chase for perfection in 
physical performance; religions chase for perfection in moral purity. 
3. Both are controlled through structured hierarchical systems. Sports have 
director, manager and coaches; religions have bishops, priest and deacons. 
4. Both deliver their values through events. Sports deliver hard work and 
achievement through competitions; religions deliver commitment, community 
and redemption through ceremonies and rituals. 
5. Both have rituals before, during and after events. Sports have team talks and 
national anthems before the game, hands slapping to the fans after the game; 
religions have baptisms, opening hymns, sermons, the joining of hands and 
ceremonial processions. 
6. Both have heroes and heroic accomplishments. Sports have heroes like Pele 
who had remarkable achievement in football history. His story is repeatedly 
told by journalist, coaches and fans; religious heroes or sainthood had immortal 
contribution to the religion and their stories are repeatedly told by religious 
writers, ministers and believers. 
7. Both trigger intense emotions and provide meaning to human life. Sports 
encourage human to challenge human body potential and limit; religions 
inspire believer to consider the meaning of life. 
8. Both can distract public attention from social, political and economic issues. In 
other words, they are “opiates” of the public. Sports distract public attention to 
athletic performances, scores and championships; religions distract public 
attention to after life, supernatural. 
Religion is expected to enhance group unity and social integration. (Coakley, 2015). 
Sport and religion are somewhat similar in this respect, so they are expected to share 
the same function of binding community and building identity. In Hong Kong, a 
similar comparison can also be made. For example, Caroline Hill Road and the Hong 
Kong stadium are described as the “temple” for Hong Kong football (Sin, 2019)15. 
                                                          
15 仙道彬, “香港最重要的足球之道：加路連山道”, 獨立謀體, 10/1/2019, https://www.inmediahk.net/node/1061668a 




2.1.2 Humanistic perspective 
From the humanistic perspective, sport is another system of culture like language, 
religion and family patterns (Maniam, 2014). Individuals can construct distinctive 
social identities within specific roles system during sports game (Weiss, 2001). 
Participation in sports involves a process of identity construction and confirmation that 
includes acquisition of knowledge of sport, being connected with a sport group, 
acquiring the values and perspectives of the sport group, and earning acceptance from 
the original members of the sport group (Horne, Tomlinson, Whannel & Woodward, 
2013). Donnelly and Young (1998) showed us the culture of the American High-
school rugby team. Players would train hard together and the whole team would drink 
fiercely after training. They would also prepare a party for their opponent after the 
competition. In the school campus they would behave inappropriately together. These 
cultures or behaviours helped the players build an identity as they drew distinction 
between themselves and others. In Hong Kong, similar behaviours can also be 
observed. Home team fans would chant to support their team and behave 
inappropriately together in the stadium during the match. These behaviours help to 
draw the differences between the home team fans and the away team fans. 
 
2.2 The effect of sports on regional identity 
Sport can be a means to express or reflect nationalism and the formation of national 
identity (Bridges, 2016). It can connect people to their city or nation by establishing 
or reaffirming identity through the emotional unity during the games (Sorek, 2007). 
According to Holmes (1994), participation in sports involves identification. Many 
states are paying more attention to the function of sports in promoting a sense of 
national identity (Houlihan, 1997). Achievement of national team may consciously or 
unconsciously contribute to the creation of a “community” (Bridges, 2016) or 
“imagined community” (Anderson, 1983).  
However, sport does not always provide a unified symbol of national unity (Cronin & 
Mayall, 1998). Indeed, it should not be presumed that sport would automatically create 
a homogenous identity in a nation. In contrast, sport sometimes is a way for people to 
express their diverse identities. In Scotland, sports build diverse identity. As Scotland 




It is one of the few fields in which Scotland could possess and display an individual 
international identity, with its players as its only ambassadors (Kowalski, 2004). Even 
within the territory of Scotland, sports also build diverse identities. According to 
Kowalski (2004), Celtic Football Club in Glasgow and Hibernian in Edinburgh 
represented Scots-Irish Catholic identity. The clubs were more willing to sign players 
who were either Irish or Catholic in the beginning years. On the other hand, Glasgow 
Rangers and Hearts in Edinburgh represented Protestant identity. Rather than building 
a homogenous Scottish identity, football builds diverse and opposite identities.   
In Ireland, Gaelic games were closely linked with Irish identity politically and 
culturally, in the sense of being perceived as ‘Irish’ and ‘Catholic’ (Cronin, 1999). The 
games of hurling consisted of the spirit of Irish identity on the playing fields (Jarvie, 
1993). It became a symbol of Irish cultural identity and a wall against British cultural 
imperialism, such as British football (Jarvie, 1993). Moreover, even in the aspect of 
football, the victory over England in 1988 in Stuttgart also enhanced the self-
confidence and identity of Ireland (Holmes, 1994). 
In Wales, according to Martin Jones (2004), sports became a way for Welsh people to 
assert or understand their local identity under the political, cultural and social influence 
of England, because sports provided chances for them to claim glory for their 
homeland. He (2004) suggested Welsh football team such as Cardiff City, Swansea 
City and Wrexham, by participating in English league rather than Welsh league, had 
opportunities to beat the English “others”, and build Welsh identity. He (2004) further 
explained that Wales has a long history of their own national teams and association. 
They were something that Welsh could use to define themselves.  
Similar resentments could also be observed beyond Britain. In Spain, for example 
Barcelona has been a symbol of Catalan identity since the day of the Franco regime 
(Kuper, 1994). The Dinamo Kiev was a symbol of the Ukraine identity during the 
Soviet Union era.  
Regional identity can also be profoundly affected by a single sporting incident. Jarvie 
(1993, p.68-69), for example, mentioned an incident at Hampden Park that had greatly 




On 30 October 1886, a third-round England football association cup 
match between Preston North End and Queens’ Park, Jimmy Ross, a 
Scots player with Preston North End, fouled Harrower, the Queen’s Park 
centre-forward before a crowd of 15,000. The pitch was invaded by 
Queen’s Park supporters and Ross had to be smuggled out of the ground. 
As a reaction to this incident, the Scottish Football Association (SFA) announced that 
members of SFA should not be members of other football associations. As a result, all 
Scottish teams must withdraw from the FA cup competition. It drew a clear distinction 
between the British and the Scottish and the divide between the two people was 
arguably sharpened.  
 
2.3 Sporting event and Hong Kong identity 
Following the thoughts of Jarvie (1993) about the incident at Hampden Park, some 
sport incidents also affect the Hong Kong identity. Lai (2018) suggested that the game 
between Hong Kong and North Korea in 1975 was the beginning of Hong Kong 
identity in sports. Lam (2017) had also mentioned that during the game between Hong 
Kong and North Korea, it was the first time that a banner “HK team is heading to 
Tehran16 (香港隊進軍德黑蘭)” was displayed in the spectator stand. Hong Kong 
people showed their support for the HK team and the HK team was not seen as a “B” 
team of the Republic of China anymore. It was the first time a banner with such a sense 
of Hong Kong identity was displayed in the stadium. 
Another incident that intensified the sense of Hong Kong identity involved a poster 
designed by the China Football Association (CFA) in 2015 during the FIFA World 
Cup Qualification Tournament. The poster stated “Don’t underestimate any opponents. 
This team (Hong Kong) has black skin, yellow skin and white skin people, playing 
against a team with such diverse background, you’d better be prepared”17. The Hong 
Kong public felt offended by the racial discrimination characteristics18 in that poster 
                                                          
16 Tehran was the host city of Asia Cup in 1976 
17 Porteous, “Chinese Football Fans Told: Don’t Underestimate Black Skin, Yellow Skin, White Skin Hong Kong”, South China 
Morning Post, 10 June 2015 




(Ho & Chiu, 2016). In response, the Hong Kong Football Association (HKFA) created 
a poster19 that triggered heated public debate. The poster stated “Don’t let other people 
look down (on you). Our soccer team has black skin, yellow skin, and white skin, the 
goal is the same to fight for Hong Kong. You are Hong Kongers so you must support 
us!”20 These posters put down a marker of the differences between China and Hong 
Kong. 
According to “the public opinion programme of people’s ethnic identity” from the 
University of Hong Kong, in 2008, the year of the Beijing Olympics, 34.4 to 38.6 
percent of participants identified themselves as “Chinese”, the highest percentage on 
record. By contrast, only 18.1 to 21.8 percent of participants identified themselves as 
“Hong Kongers”, the lowest on the record. However, in 2015, the year that Hong Kong 
faced China in the world cup qualification tournament, only 18.1 to 22.1 percent of 
participants identified themselves as “Chinese”, the lowest level after the hand-over in 
1997. On the other hand, 36.3 to 40.2 percent of participants identified themselves as 
“Hong Kongers”. These data can be used as proof that sports events may play a part 
in affecting Hong Kong people’s identity identification.   
 
2.4 Politicization of sporting activities in Hong Kong 
In the colonial era prior to 1997, Hong Kong was a “de-nationalized colony” where 
de-Sinicized21 discourses of localism, internationalism and cosmopolitism were core 
values (Ma, 1999). It was the fact that sport could stimulate nationalism, hence the 
British colonial government was very careful about promoting sports in order to avoid 
the rise of nationalism in Hong Kong (Bridges, 2017). As a result, sports did not play 
a particularly important role in building “community” identity in the colonial era 
                                                          
19 See appendix 2 
20   Porteous, “Chinese Football Fans Told: Don’t Underestimate Black Skin, Yellow Skin, White Skin Hong Kong”, South China 
Moring Post, 10 June 2015 
21 “De-nationalied and De-Sinicized” mean the actions that British colonial government carried out to consolidate its control 
over Hong Kong. According to Ku and Pun (2004), first, colonial government shifted Hong Kong’s economic orientation from a 
China-based entrepot to a global-light industrial city. Second, colonial government suppressed communist infiltration in Hong 
Kong for example it banned the setup of Chinese Communist Party in Hong Kong. Third, upgraded English as a first language of 
instruction in education and downgrade Chinese. Meanwhile, media also took up the role of creating a collective Hong Kong 





(Bridges, 2017) although Hong Kong athletes had good results in some “specialist” 
sports such as sailing and cycling.  
Yet, sporting activities have apparently become more politicised after the “Occupy 
Central” 22  movement (Bridges, 2017). For example, the national anthem of the 
People’s Republic of China was greeted with “boos” in the football stadium23. Three 
factors related to China are hypothesised for politicising sporting activities in Hong 
Kong. 
First, both Hong Kong and Mainland China have undergone rapid economic and 
cultural integration in recent years. With the construction of the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-
Hong Kong Express Rail Link24, the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge25 and the 
launch of using Putonghua as the medium of instruction in the Chinese Language 
subject26, one could expect increasing unity between Mainland China and Hong Kong. 
However, the reaction to the integration process is often that local and regional 
communities adhere even more tightly to their symbols, myths, memories, traditions 
and nostalgia which have helped to define various identities (Jarvie, 1993: 60-61). As 
section 1.3 mentioned, local football has a long history. It is a collective memory of 
Hong Kong society. Therefore, Hong Kong’s public may pay more attention to Hong 
Kong’s representative team because of the rapid integrations. Second, the geographical 
location of Hong Kong is another factor. Modern communities are more 
geographically linked rather than historically linked (Jarvie, 1993: 60-61). Whilst 
being an SAR of China, Hong Kong is located on the edge of China. There are formal 
immigration control points between Hong Kong and China. In other words, Hong 
Kong has a unique geographic location in China. People in Hong Kong may pay more 
                                                          
22 Occupy Central was a large-scale civil disobedience activity that began in Hong Kong on September 28, 2014 which asked for 
universal suffrage in 2017. 
23 Agence France-Presse, “Fifa launches investigation after Hong Kong fans boo China national anthem again”, South China 
Morning Post, 20/7/2018, https://www.scmp.com/sport/hong-kong/article/1857146/fifa-launches-investigation-hong-kong-
over-anthem-jeers-home-match, (accessed at 19/2/2019) 
24 Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express Rail Link is part of the China express rail link system. It connects Hong Kong with 
Shenzhen and Guangzhou. It opened in 2018. However, Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express Rail Link is controversial 
because of its expensive construction cost and its joint check point may violate the basic law.  
25 Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge is a high-way that links Hong Kong, Zhuhai and Macao. It opened in 2018, but it has been 
criticised for its expensive construction cost. 
26 Hong Kong government promotes the use of Putonghua to replace Cantonese to be the main medium of instruction on 




attention to the Hong Kong representative teams because of the unique geographic 
location. Third, the concept of geographical location can be further developed into 
peripheral nationalism. In general, peripheral nationalism is an emotive reaction of 
cultural defence against the diffusion of economic, political and cultural dominance 
from the core (Wellhofer, 1995: 503). In fact, there are two senses of peripheral 
nationalism. In the first sense, according to Peter Gourevitch (1980), when the core is 
unable to provide political leadership or economic support to the periphery, or in-
return, peripheries become the economic pillar of the country, peripheral nationalism 
would rise in the peripheries. In the second sense, it is about the relationship between 
the core and the backward peripheries. According to Hechter (1975), the rise of 
peripheral nationalism can be attributed to inequality. There are gaps in economic 
development between different provinces. People in the more backward periphery may 
feel differentiated from the core and feel discontent about the non-egalitarian 
development. Peripheral nationalism may bring out the ideas of being in charge of the 
peripheral area’s own region, free from the exploitative relationship with the core.  
In Hong Kong, characteristics of both senses can be discerned. Hong Kong is one of 
the most developed and internationalised regions in China27. The Central Chinese 
government has provided certain economic support to the Hong Kong government 
such as the Mainland and Hong Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement 
(CEPA)28 and the Shenzhen-Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect29. However, there 
are local voices complaining about new immigrants from Mainland Chinese taking 
and exploiting local social welfare provisions such as public housing, free medical 
services, education opportunities and social security allowances. According to the 
result of a telephone survey conducted by the Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific 
                                                          
27 2017 Hong Kong per capita GDP: 46193.6 USD; 2017 China per capita GDP: 8827 USD (the World Bank, GDP per capita, 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=HK, accessed at 23/3/2018) 
28 CEPA is a free trade agreement concluded by the Mainland and Hong Kong. CEPA covers four areas: trade in goods, trade in 
services, investment, economic and technical cooperation. CEPA has strengthened the trade relationship in goods and services 
and fostered trade and investment between the two places and are conducive to accelerating the economic integration and 
enhancing the long term economic and trade development of both places. (Trade and Industry Department, Mainland and Hong 
Kong Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA), https://www.tid.gov.hk/english/cepa/, accessed at 12/4/2019) 
29 A unique collaboration between the Hong Kong, Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges, Stock Connect allows international 
and Mainland Chinese investors to trade securities in each other's markets through the trading and clearing facilities of their 
home exchange. First launched In November 2014, the scheme now covers over 2,000 eligible equities in Shanghai, Shenzhen 
and Hong Kong. (Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Market (HKEX), Mutual market/stock connect, 




Studies of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, from 27th October to 1st November 
2016, more than half of respondents (56.7 percent) acknowledged that new immigrants 
would strain social welfare programmes. Peripheral nationalism in Hong Kong could 
thus be possibly the mixture of the first sense and the second sense.  
Sport may become a means for the Hong Kong public to express localism and local 
identity (Bridges, 2016). Hence, the political environment may potentially increase the 
public’s attention on the identity of players in the HK team. 
 
2.5 Arguments around players’ identity in Wales and Ireland 
Arguments surrounding players’ identity do not only feature in Hong Kong. They also 
feature in many other parts of the world such as Wales and Ireland.  
In the 1950s and 1960s, immigration from other parts of the Commonwealth turned 
Wales into a more multi-cultural nation and sports played a role in promoting social 
integration (Jones, 2004). Sport stars like Colin Jackson, Nigel Walker and Ryan Giggs 
ensured that the symbols of Welsh identity are not only those with white skin (Jones, 
2004). Neil Evans (1992) argued that Wales is more of an idea than a unified society. 
Merfyn Jones (1992) had suggested that being Welsh is not limited to share similar 
occupational experience, to have common religious, to speak an ancient European 
language or to contribute to Welsh radical tradition, the more important is to inhabit, 
influence and react to the Wales society. 
There were also similar arguments around Ireland’s national football team. Some of 
Ireland’s national team players were not born in Ireland, and some of the public 
worried about the representativeness of these players and were concerned that players’ 
national declaration was linked to cultural and/or career-related factors (Storey and 
Holmes, 2004). Some defined “Irishness” by the place of birth or long-term residence 
in Ireland, rather than through a blood line (Storey and Holmes, 2004). In an interview 
with Irish football team captain Mick McCarthy in 1994, he disagreed with the public’s 
worry. He was born in England, but his father was Irish. In 2002, he said that he 
discovered a sense of belonging to Ireland when he first pulled a on a green shirt, a 
pride in his nationality that had never diminished. Like Mick McCarthy, another player 




raised in Liverpool but played for Ireland’s national football team because of his great-
grandmother who was born in Athlone. In his autobiography (1999), he claimed that 
he never had doubted about his Irish identity. His Irish passport meant everything to 
him. He went on to claim that he grew up in a family with Irish background. His 
mother’s side was Irish and that his family always supported the Irish team. He said 
that although he was born in England, he felt as Irish as much as the people who lived 
in the territory of Ireland. Family background may play an important role in building 
a sense of belonging (Storey and Holmes, 2004).  
Moreover, Irish identity may be an “evolving” thing (Storey and Holmes, 2004). Andy 
Townsend, who was born in Maidstone30, was captain of Irish national team at the 
1994 World Cup. His grandmother was Irish. In his autobiography, he had mentioned 
(1994; p.74-78): 
In my twenty-five years, I had never set foot in Ireland before and was 
feeling just a touch uncomfortable when our flight touched down in Dublin. 
Technically Irish, I was never more conscious of my English-ness and my 
South London accent31…… The wearing of a green shirt didn’t suddenly 
make me Irish. My affinity towards the team, the nation and the people 
would be a slowly evolving thing32…The more I travelled to Dublin, the 
more I felt at ease with my new identity. 33 
His case suggested that the awakening of a possibly hitherto latent sense of Irishness 
linked to his acceptance as an integral part of a successful team (Storey and Holmes, 
2004). 
By contrast, there have been cases of players with Irish background but who did not 
play for Irish national team. A well-known example is the former Arsenal defender 
Martin Keown. His parents were both Irish, but he was born in Oxford34. He shared 
his view in the Irish Times in 2000. He claimed: 
                                                          
30 A town in England 
31 Townsend, Andy’s Game, p.74 
32 Townsend, Andy’s Game, p.74 
33 Townsend, Andy’s Game, p.78 




When I play for England there is nobody more English than me. I don’t 
think anybody could ever doubt my commitment. But I had a lot of 
relations, cousins and uncles who said to my father: ‘you know, we can’t 
believe you let him play for England.’ But my dad says: ‘This is the 
country you were born in and you make all your own decisions’ … A 
generation had come over and the children, like me, adopted the English 
culture… I think I felt Irish when I was young.35 
Because of its history of high mobility and migration, it is inappropriate to limit the 
consideration of Irish identity into a physical territorial of Ireland (Storey and Holmes, 
2004). More inclusive conceptions of identity tend to suggest that the hybrid nature of 
international sporting teams more accurately reflects the complex nature of the 
relations between people and place at the start of the twenty-first century (Storey and 
Holmes, 2004).  
Hence, the ambiguity surrounding player’s identity is not a unique local phenomenon 
in Hong Kong. It also features in other places that have similar high mobility with both 
emigration and immigration. However, there are differences between the Hong Kong 
cases and Ireland’s cases. In Ireland’s cases, players naturalised as Irish because of 
their descent and they did not need to give up their original nationality because dual 
nationality is allowed in Ireland36. Naturalised players in the Ireland national team are 
more similar to the bloodline players in the Hong Kong context although bloodline 
players cannot represent the HK team. In Hong Kong’s cases, most naturalised players 
are not of Hong Kong descent and they need to give up their original nationality 
(passport) to naturalise to Hong Kong. 
 
Chapter summary 
Sport can be regarded as a social practice like religion; therefore, it is expected that 
sport can also affect identity formation. For example, football sustains the unique 
                                                          
35 Martin Keown quoted, Irish Times, 13 May 2000 
36In some circumstances the Minister for Justice and Equality may approve an application for citizenship, even if all the above 
conditions are not met, for someone who: Is of Irish descent or has Irish associations…Under Irish law, you are not required to 
give up citizenship of another country to become an Irish citizen. (Department of Justice and Equality, Become an Irish Citizen 




identity of Scotland, Ireland and Wales under the influence of England. Even though 
Hong Kong was a colony in the past and is now a special administrative region of 
China, sport also affects the local identity. Political incidents and sport activities 
constantly influence the way people in Hong Kong interpret their own identity. 
Moreover, arguments around the identity of players also feature in Wales and Ireland. 
Sports played a role in promoting social integration in Wales (Jones, 2004). Sport stars 
like Colin Jackson, Nigel Walker and Ryan Giggs ensured that the symbols of Welsh 
identity are not only white skin (Jones, 2004). In Ireland, some of the Irish public 
worried about the representativeness of the naturalised players in the Irish national 
football team (Storey and Holmes, 2004). Those naturalised players had developed a 
strong sense of belonging to Ireland because of their descent and being a part of the 
Irish national team. Even though a player is of Irish descent, it does not mean that he 
would have a strong sense of belonging like Martin Keown.  
Hence, it is worthwhile to examine whether local Hong Kong football fans will also 
worry about the representativeness of NPs and whether fans would consider birth place, 
blood line and playing for the HK team as factors of the Hong Kong identity.  
The meaning of identity is not explored or explained in this chapter. The next chapter 
will give a more detailed interpretation on the definition of identity through a review 





Chapter 3 Literature review: Theories of identity 
 
Key theoretical concepts of identity are introduced in this chapter. There are different 
schools of thought on the interpretation of the meaning of identity. This chapter will 
categorize identity into “ethnic” and “civic” (Kiss & Park, 2014) since this research 
focuses on the identity of naturalised players. Section 1.2 noted that some people 
treated NPs as foreigners because of their ethnicity but some people did not agree 
because they believed NPs had already become naturalised and “Hong Kongese” 
should not be limited to ethnicity (Ho & Chiu, 2016). Therefore, “ethnic” and “civic” 
identity concepts fit well in this research. Moreover, primordialism with a 
“sociological perspective” and “cultural perspective” and instrumentalism with an 
“elite perspective” and “social-engineering perspective” are adopted to give further 
explanation to the meaning of ethnic identity. Meanwhile, Kiss and Park’s (2014) 
interpretation of civic identity is used to explain the characteristics of the concept of 
civic identity. 
 
3.1 Conceptual background 
According to Smith (1991) and Jarvie (1993), identity does not mean a common 
pattern of life and activity but rather the subjective feelings and valuations of any 
population which possesses common experiences and many shared cultural 
characteristics. Jarvie (1993, p.76) also mentioned three components of shared 
experiences: 
(1) A sense of continuity between the experiences of succeeding 
generations of groups of people; (2) shared memories of specific events 
and personages which have been turning points for a collective or 
national history; and (3) a sense of common destiny on the part of those 
groups sharing those experiences.  
In addition to the interpretation from Smith (1991), the conception of identity can be 





3.2 Ethnic conception of identity 
The following is a definition of ethnic group from Max Weber (1968, p.389).  
those human groups that entertain a subjective belief in their 
common descent because of similarities of physical type or of 
customs or both, or because of memories of colonization and 
migration; this belief must be important for the propagation of 
group formation; conversely, it does not matter whether or not 
an objective blood relationship exists.  
Subjective belief and physical or custom similarities were key ideas in Weber’s 
definition. Ethnic groups are in fact "imagined communities" (Anderson 1983). Tan 
(2000) developed Weber's definition of ethnic groups (1922) as people had a 
subjective belief of being one group, using myths and histories, cultural attributes, and 
racial ideology to distinguish themselves from others.  
According to Kiss and Park (2014), ethnicity is characterised identity by ancestry, 
tradition, culture and language but is not restricted to the people who were born and 
lived in a particular territory. These attributes are like the origin of an identity (Kiss & 
Park, 2014). Ethnic identity could be the deepest identity and maintains unity and 
solidarity of the community regardless of one’s class, age, sex or qualifications 
(Bacova, 1998). This deepest identity leads to some non-rational behaviours such as 
to suffer persecution or die for their nation (Bacova, 1998). 
The above explanation provides an overview of ethnic identity. The concept of ethnic 
identity will be further elaborated from two perspectives: primordialism and 
instrumentalism (Bacova, 1998). 
 
3.2.1 Primordialism of ethnic identity 
Primordialism regards ethnicity as natural, or at least organical (Kataria, 2018). It can 
promote unity and solidarity within society (Bacova, 1998). Moreover, it is more 
prevalent in small communities (Tonnies, 1988).  
According to Bacova (1998), primordialism regards ethnic identity as neighbourhood, 




biological traits. These features are given and undeniable which provides a qualitative 
“core”, a deepest identity to people within the same community. Since race, birth place, 
native language and kin connection are impossible to change. Ethnic identity is just 
like an eternal membership of a community where he/she was born.  
Moreover, strength and form of primordial attachments could vary in different 
individuals, communities or period of time. A strong primordial attachment could be 
attributed to an individual’s child socialization. Family and relatives are first 
attachment that a child could learn, and it could be generalized into the greater 
communities (Bacova, 1998).  
In the following section, two perspectives: sociological perspective and cultural 
perspective, will be adopted to explain how primordial ethnic identity is developed 
(Kataria, 2018). 
 
3.2.2 Sociological perspective and cultural perspective of primordial ethnic identity 
The sociological perspective focuses on the objective biological link of an ethnic group 
and cultural perspective pays attention to the subjective attachment of individuals to 
the group.  
From a sociological perspective, Van den Berghe (1988; p.256) stated that ethnic 
groups are “populations bounded by the rule or practice of endogamy and people are 
driven by a shared belief in the uniqueness of the group and a primordial desire to 
maintain its ‘purity’.” Berghe (1988) explained ethnic group from a biological 
standpoint. Donald Horowitz (1985: p.47) had argued that ‘the more visible and the 
closer to birth, the more immutable and therefore reliable the cue. A name can be 
changed, a language learned, and clothing altered, but height is more difficult to undo’. 
Biological features are believed to be the only things that cannot be instrumentally 
manufactured (Kataria, 2018).  
Some individuals who have a stronger attachment to the group can coalesce into the 
ethnic group, but some cannot. Berghe (1995) had suggested that the differences in 
attachment depend on sufficient alikeness in physical appearance and culture and to 
have lived together and intermarried for a sufficient period of time (at a minimum of 




a primordial ethnic identity from a sociological perspective is an identity that exists 
objectively depending on the physical alikeness.  
However, there are problems with the above perspective. For example, such 
perspective is hard to be applied to multi-racial nations or places with miscegenation 
between different races (Kataria, 2018). Moreover, it is very difficult to define a set of 
genetic/physical traits that are exclusive to an ethnic group, even for the most 
ethnically homogenous groups, so it is hard to set the group boundary (Kataria, 2018). 
The cultural perspective argues that an ethnic group does not objectively exist. 
According to Geertz (1973), the “givens”, such as blood connection, common religion, 
culture, mother tongue, and other social practices, can objectively build an ethnic 
identity, but only insofar that people attached their emotion to them. Connor (1994) 
argued that the key of attachment is sentient history but not objective history. In other 
words, ethnic identity is not “given” to an individual in advance and forever but is 
constructed during one’s development and can undergo changes during one’s life 
(Bacova, 1998). According to Fredrik Barth (1969), the characteristics of an ethnic 
community such as language, culture, religion, territory keep on changing and the 
essence of ethnicity is to draw borders between different communities by self-defining, 
defining others and being defined by others. Therefore, ethnic identity is constantly 
changing because of the changing of characteristics of ethnic communities. Connor 
(1994) had further suggested that the sense of unique descent is crucial for a formation 
and persistence of an ethnic group. The importance is that members attached their 
sentient to the group. 
From a cultural perspective, the naturalised players in Ireland mentioned in section 2.5, 
Mick McCarthy and Andy Townsend, developed their Irish identity by attaching their 
emotion to the jersey of Ireland’s national football team. They hold a cultural 
perspective toward their Irish identity. On the other hand, Martin Keown, although he 
is of Irish descent, he did not consider himself as Irish because he did not attach 
emotion to the Irish identity.  
To conclude, ethnic identity is not given but is developed. Attaching emotion to the 
“givens” such as such as blood connection, common religion, culture, mother tongue, 




some people are enthusiastic about ethnic activities such as sacrifice for their ethnic 
group because they attach strong emotion to their ethnic groups. (Kataria, 2018). 
 
3.2.3 Instrumentalism of ethnic identity 
Instrumentalism is often viewed in opposition to primordialism (Kararia, 2018). 
According to Bacova (1998), instrumentalism defines identity in the pragmatic and 
situational aspects and ethnic identity is just one of the identities of modern individual 
in different situations.  Instrumentalism suggests that attachments are built on benefits 
and practical advantages (mostly economic and political). Rational awareness and the 
need for protection of common interests are the origin of an identity but not closeness. 
Strength and forms of attachment are based on common interest, purpose, rational 
choice and calculation. Instrumentalism is common in organizations such as trade 
unions, political parties, sports clubs, etc (Bacova, 1998). According to Tonnies (1988), 
instrumental attachment is more prevalent in larger communities (Gesellschaft) 
because people are more heterogeneous in larger communities. 
Sometimes primordialism and instrumentalism can overlap because ethnicity is a 
useful tool to enforce the interests of a community. (Bacova, 1998). Some leaders in 
instrumental communities would ascribe themselves as primordial communities to 
unify and mobilize the mass (Bacova, 1998). In other words, instrumentalism and 
primordialism are inter-related. Tang (2000) suggested that the formation of ethnic 
group and identity is under the influence of power relation and economic opportunities 
between the state and the ethnic group. Ethnic identity is not the true reason for ethnic 
polarization and conflicts, but unequal power relations and unjust distribution of socio-
economic opportunities are the true reasons that force people to compete along ethnic 
line (Tang, 2000).  
In order to further explain the origin of instrumental ethnic identity, Kataria (2018) 







3.2.4 Elite perspective and social-engineering perspective of instrumental ethnic 
identity 
The elite perspective argues that elites in a society would manage the group culture or 
symbols and attach meaning to it in order to mobilize culture to defend its interest and 
compete with other groups (Brass, 1979). Ethnic identity is under the manipulation 
and calculation of the group elites (Kataria, 2018). However, it does not mean that 
elites “create” the culture and symbols. Elites select particular dialects or religious 
practices or styles of dress or historical symbols from a variety of available alternatives 
to form an ethnic identity (Bras, 1991). Moreover, some symbols or cultures will have 
a stronger effect on the masses because of the esoteric value and historic significance 
for the group in the past (Kataria, 2018).  
In other words, the elite perspective suggests that the elite class in society manipulates 
the culture and symbols in society. It does not mean that they create the culture and 
symbols. They simply choose the cultures and symbols that fit with the development 
of society. 
The social-engineering perspective suggests a more systematic process of the 
formation and persistence of ethnicity (Kataria, 2018). According to Hobsbawm 
(1983), social traditions are “invented tradition” that mean many social traditions that 
are assumed to be ancient are actually recent in origin and even invented. Authorities 
would “invent” a tradition that has a suitable historic past. Gellner (1983) suggested 
that plenty of national cultures and authorities with the monopoly power over 
education can cultivate the culture that is beneficial to society. 
In sum, the social-engineering perspective argues that tradition and cultures are 
invented by the authorities in order to benefit the society.  
 
3.2 Civic conception of identity 
According to Kiss and Park (2014), a civic conception of nationalism defines the 
identity of people with the boundary of the state and laws. It means all citizens within 
the territory are under the rule of the government. Therefore, a person attaches himself 




not by traditions, language or religion. In other words, “civic” emphasizes a person’s 
legal status in the state (Kiss & Park, 2014).  
 
3.3 Research Questions 
This research intends to turn the public debate on NPs into an academic analysis. From 
the research objectives proposed in Chapter 1 and the review of the previous literature 
in Chapters 2 and 3, four research questions are proposed. 
1. Why do members of the Hong Kong public suddenly pay attention to the 
naturalised players in the HK team?  
The literatures discussed in Chapter 2 have already explained some political factors 
that have politicised sporting activities and stirred up identity arguments around NPs 
in HK team in recent years. It is important question to find out if there are any other 
reasons that raise the Hong Kong public’s attention to the identity of the NPs in the 
team.  
2. Are respondents open to the inclusion of naturalized players in the Hong Kong 
national football team? 
The second research question focuses on respondents’ attitudes toward the inclusion 
of NPs in the HK team, as this is the main area of contention among local football fans.  
3. Do respondents consider naturalized players as Hong Kongers? 
The third research question goes deeper to investigate whether respondents consider 
NPs as Hong Kongers. Previous studies have already proved that sport can affect 
regional identity. (for example, sport stars like Colin Jackson, Nigel Walker and Ryan 
Giggs ensured that the symbols of Welsh identity are not only white skin (Jones, 
2004)). However, in Ireland, some fans still worry about the representativeness of 
naturalised players in the Ireland national football team (Storey and Holmes, 2004). 
Hence, this research question will study the factors that could impact the ways 
respondents evaluate the identity of NPs.  




Factors that could impact the ways respondents evaluate NP’s Hong Kong identity are 
identified in the third research question. The fourth research question will go further 
to investigate why these factors could affect respondents’ considerations and find out 
which factor(s) is/are more important in a Hong Kong identity.  
Chapter summary 
Identity can be categorized into ethnic or civic. A primordial ethnic identity means 
identity formed by race, tradition or culture. An instrumental ethnic identity means 
identity formed by the calculation of benefit. A civic identity is an identity defined by 
laws and regulations. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, some people 
consider NPs as other because they are not Chinese in the ethnic aspect, but some 
people argue that NPs have Hong Kong citizenship in the civic aspect and Hong Kong 
identity should not be limited to ethnicity. Hence, it is worth find out what factors, 
“ethnic” or “civic” factors, affecting the ways local football stakeholders evaluate the 





Chapter 4 Research Question and Methodology 
 
In view of the research questions proposed in Chapter 3, both quantitative and 
qualitative methods have been adopted. Face-to-face interviews form the main data 
collection method and a short questionnaire survey is used before the interview begins.    
 
4.1 Sampling  
For the selection of respondents, local football stakeholders, covering the spectrum of 
fans, players, coaches, managers and sports journalists, are the main targets of this 
research. HK football is not very popular among the general public. As a result, many 
people are naturally not familiar with the HK team players, the history of Hong Kong 
football and the various legal issues related to Hong Kong professional football. 
Stakeholders of different ages were therefore recruited because they likely had 
different experiences and interests concerning Hong Kong football. For instance, 
participants aged 50 or above had lived through the era when Hong Kong players 
represented the Republic of China. Participants aged between 40 and 50 had 
experienced the “golden era” of Hong Kong football from the 1970s to the 1990s. 
Participant aged between 20 and 30 had lived through the “Ice Age” of Hong Kong 
football. However, in comparison with many other places, the pools of stakeholders in 
Hong Kong football are very small and poorly organised, so it is hard to recruit 
respondents via a random population-based sampling method. Hence, purposive 
sampling and convenience sampling were adopted. Purposive sampling is a type of 
nonprobability sampling in which participants are selected by the judgement of the 
researcher (Babbie, 2010). Convenience sampling is a type of nonprobability sampling 
in which the researcher recruits participants who are easy/convenient to contact 
(Babbie, 2010). The research deliberately invited respondents in different age groups 
and who have different roles in Hong Kong football, principally through personal 
networks. In addition, snowball sampling was adopted, meaning that interviewees 
were invited to suggest additional people for interviewing. (Babbie, 2010).  
Finally, 24 respondents participated in this research. Fans, players, coaches, managers 




possible, fans were recruited from different “cheer groups” or fans’ organizations. 
Players, coaches and managers were recruited from different sport clubs. Journalists 
were recruited from different media. They all participated in this research voluntarily. 
Each interviewee was given a consent form before the interview began. They could 
freely choose to be anonymous or identified when their opinions are quoted in the 
research analysis. Interviews usually took place in a coffee shop or in the stadium after 
a game. A summary of participants’ backgrounds shown in Table 4.1.  
 
Table 4.1 Brief summary of participants’ information 
Role in HK football Name Age group 
Fans Jack Tam 20-30 years 
Hymen 20-30 years 
West 20-30 years 
Owen 20-30 years 
Hung 20-30 years 
James Tsang 20-30 years 
Dicky 20-30 years 
Anthony 20-30 years 
Gary 20-30 years 
Ben 20-30 years 
James Legge* 20-30 years 
Anonymous fan 1 20-30 years 
Anonymous fan 2 20-30 years 
Fai 40-50 years 
So 50 years and above 
Sports journalists Marco Mak 20-30 years 
Chan Wai Yui 40-50 years 
Players, retired players, 
naturalised players and 
coaches 
Chan Pak Ho 20-30 years 










Cheng Siu Chung, Ricky 40-50 years 
Manager Lee Fai Lap, Phillip 50 years and above 





4.2 Pilot test 
Two local football fans were specifically recruited for the pilot test. It was a semi-
structure qualitative interview aim at testing the interview guide. Feedback from the 
pilot test contributed to the adding of a short quantitative questionnaire before the face-
to-face interview.  
 
4.3 Quantitative questionnaire 
A set of survey questions, measuring Britishness, developed by Kiss and Park (2014) 
was adopted but slightly modified to match the aims of the current research. This 
introductory questionnaire can provide a glimpse of participants’ considerations of the 
factors of Hong Kong identity and also provided a warm-up exercise for the 
interviewees. Participants in pilot test suggested that they seldom thought about Hong 
Kong identity in detail37. They felt difficult to express their ideas in the face-to-face 
interview. Therefore, a scale was presented to the participants before the interview in 
order to warm them up and helped them to organize their ideas. 
The original text of the survey was:  
Table 4.2: Original survey of Kiss and Park (2014) 
Some people say that the following things are important for being truly British. Others 
say that they are not important. How important do you think each of the following is? 
 
To have been born in Britain 
To have British citizenship 
To have lived in Britain for most of one’s life 
To be able to speak English 
To be a Christian 
To respect Britain’s political institutions and laws 
To feel British 
To have British ancestry 
 
We asked an additional question to assess the extent to which shared customs and 
traditions matter: 
 
Now we would like to ask a few questions about minority groups in Britain. 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is impossible 
for people who do not share Britain’s customs and traditions to become fully British 
                                                          
37 Opinions from the participant in the pilot test “honestly, I have seldom thought about the concept of HK identity before 




The survey questions have been transformed into a scale and some statements slightly 
modified as below: 
Table 4.3: Modified scale 
Some people say that the following things are important for being truly a Hong 
Konger. Others say that they are not important. How important do you think each of 
the following is? 
 (1: least important, 5: most important) 
To be born in Hong Kong 1  2  3  4  5 
To live in Hong Kong for more than a third of one’s life time 1  2  3  4  5 
To share Hong Kong’s customs and traditions 1  2  3  4  5 
To have parents born in Hong Kong 1  2  3  4  5 
To have Hong Kong citizenship 1  2  3  4  5 
To speak Cantonese 1  2  3  4  5 
To respect and understand Hong Kong’s political 
institutions and laws 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
First, the word “Britain/British” and “English” were changed into “Hong Kong” and 
“Cantonese”. Second, the statement “To have lived in Britain for most of one’s life” 
is vague and ambiguous38, hence it was changed into “1/3 of his life time” in order to 
make it clear according to the opinions from participants in the pilot test. Third, there 
is no dominant or national religion in Hong Kong so “To be a Christian” was not 
included in the scale39. Fourth, participants in pilot test reflected that the statement “to 
feel British” is too ambiguous 40so this item was also not included in the scale. Fifth, 
the statement “to have British ancestry” was recast into “to have parents born in Hong 
Kong” because participants in pilot test reflected that most Hong Kongers are 
immigrated from mainland China in the past, so they did think “to have Hong Kong 
ancestry” was appropriate41. Sixth, the statement “it is impossible for people who do 
                                                          
38 Pilot test participant “I am not sure what “most of one’s life” is. It is very subjective. 10 years or 20 years or 30 years?” 
39 Religious freedom is protected by the basic law. Resident of HK have the right to enjoy any religions. According to the fact 
sheet from the research office of Legislative Council Secretariat in 2017-2018, Buddhism, Taoism and Christianity have the 
largest number of followers in Hong Kong and the number of their followers are close. 
40 Pilot test participant “What is mean by “to feel British”? I really don’t understand” 
41 Pilot test participant “My grandparents were born in China. In strictly speaking, I think all Hong Kongers have the China 




not share Britain’s customs and traditions to become fully British” was recast as “To 
share Hong Kong customs and traditions”. 
Kiss and Park (2014) categorized statements into two categories, as illustrated below. 
Table 4.4 Categorizations of Kiss and Park’s survey statements 
Ethnic conception Civic Conception 
To have been born in Britain To have British citizenship 
To have lived in Britain for most of one’s life To be able to speak English 
To be a Christian To respect Britain’s political 
institutions and laws 
To have British ancestry  
To share British customs and traditions  
 
Hence, the short questionnaire in this research also follow the categorization of Kiss 
and Park (2014) on those statements. 
 
Table 4.5 Categorizations of the short questionnaire statements 
Ethnic conception Civic conception 
To be born in Hong Kong To have Hong Kong citizenship 
To live in Hong Kong for more than a third 
of one’s life time 
To speak Cantonese 
To share Hong Kong’s customs and 
traditions 
To respect and understand Hong 
Kong’s political institutions and laws 
To have parents born in Hong Kong  
 
4.4 Qualitative face-to-face interview 
The face-to-face interview was semi-structured and qualitative in nature. It can allow 
the researcher to have a deeper discussion and investigation on attitudes and nuances 
surrounding the arguments on the identity of NPs. Providing an in-depth understanding 
is the chief strength of qualitative research methods (Babbie, 2010). Moreover, 
qualitative field research can provide flexibility (Babbie, 2010). Participants can freely 




at any moment (Babbie, 2010). Since participants were aged between 23 and 71, they 
will have had different experiences of HK football as discussed above. As the 
participants have different occupational backgrounds (coaches, managers, players, 
fans and sport journalists), each will have their unique experience of and perspectives 
on Hong Kong football. Therefore, a tight and structured interview plan would be 
unlikely to suit all participants. A semi-structured interview can also allow the 
researcher to raise more follow-up questions to seek deeper information (Gilbert, 
2001). It enables the researcher to collect more valuable details by guiding the 
participants with follow-up questions because they may not have thought about the 
identity issues of NPs before the interview, as some pilot test participants mentioned.  
 
4.5 Interview guide 
There were two main sections in the interview guide:  
1. Are you open to the inclusion of NPs in the HK team?  
2. Do you think they (NPs) are Hong Konger?   
In section 1, as a beginning section, respondents were invited to share their ideas as to 
whether they agree or not with the inclusion of NPs in the HK team.  
In section 2, participants were invited to share their views on whether they consider 
NPs as a Hong Konger. This is a deeper question since participants may be open to the 
inclusion of NPs in the HK team but do not consider them as Hong Kongers. For 
instance, Germans consider Germany as an ethno-racially exclusive nation, but their 
national football could be an exception (Gehring, 2018).  
 
Table 4.6 Interview sample questions    
 questions 
Section 1 Do you like NPs? 





Is it good to have NPs in Hong Kong 
team? 
If you are the head coach, how would you 
form a team?  
Section 2 Do you think NPs is Hong Konger?  
Do you have any suggestion to him if an 
NP want to be a Hong Konger?  
 
These questions aim to guide the respondents to express their attitude towards NPs. 
Most of the questions are open-ended questions. Respondents can freely express any 
ideas that come into their mind. Some situational question, such as hypothetical 
questions like “what would you do if you were the coach?” are also included in order 
to help them to consider arguments about NPs comprehensively. The quality and 
consistency of interview would be assured as they were all conducted by myself as the 
researcher, so there was no requirement for training of other research interviewers. 
 
4.6 Data analysis 
For data collected using the scale of “measuring Hong Kongnese”, SPSS was used to 
analyze the data. The mean score of the statements were measured. The sample size 
was not sufficient to establishing statistical significance, to conduct T-test and ANOVA 
to compare the mean of participants in different age groups and roles in Hong Kong 
football, but these data allow a general comparison to provide an overview of the 
differences between different groups of participants.  
In the face-to-face interviews, the data were analyzed through the grounded theory 
method (GTM) (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).  GTM is an inductive approach that begins 
with observation rather than hypotheses and discover patterns and develop theories 
(Babbie, 2010). This research aims at finding out the characteristics of HK identity 




for this research. Interviews are analyzed using the constant comparative method42, in 
which there are four stages (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; 105).  
1. “Comparing incidents applicable to each category.” This stage is similar to 
conceptualization (Babbie, 2010). This stage aims at finding concepts among 
cases. 
2. “Integrating categories and their properties.” All concepts and similarities of 
different cases are noted in this stages.  
3. “Delimiting the theory” Relationships of different concepts are clear, some 
irrelevant concepts are ignored and the theory becomes simpler (Babbie, 2010).  
4. “Writing theory” Findings are summarized into theory.  
Three coding methods were adopted to generate the concepts in the interviews: open 
coding, axial coding and selective coding. The first step was open coding. All data 
were examined in order to find out the similarities and differences so as to form 
“category” in open coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Numerous concepts were 
generated in this stage. The second step was axial coding and core concepts were 
identified. Axial coding regroups the data from open coding and identifies the 
important and general concepts (Babbie, 2010). The third step was selective coding, 
based on the results from open coding and axial coding, the central code being 
identified.  
 
Table 4.7: Open Coding 
Any ideas that relate to the Hong Kong football are analyzed categories in this stage.  
1. “why have NPs suddenly become the focus of local football”  
2. “ideas on the sustainable development of Hong Kong football” 
3. “moan about the dilemma of Hong Kong football” 
4. “complain about HKFA and HKSAR government” 
5. “personal football experience”  
6. “attitude towards NPs inclusion in the HK team” 
7. “attitude towards mainland players and bloodline players” 
8. “Evaluation on the Hong Kong identity of NPs” 
 
                                                          




Table 4.8: Axial Coding 
Not all categories in “open coding stage” fit with the research objectives. Therefore, 
only five categories were selected in this stage: “Why NPs suddenly become the 
focus of local football”, “ideas on the sustainable development of Hong Kong 
football”, “attitude toward NPs participate in the HK team”, “attitudes toward 
mainland players and bloodline players” and “consideration on the Hong Kong 
identity of NPs”. They are regrouped. 
1. “Respondents are sensitive to the numbers of NPs in the Hong Kong team”  
“why NPs suddenly become the focus of local football” is grouped into 
“Respondents are sensitive to the numbers of NPs in the Hong Kong team” 
because respondents had repeatedly mentioned the numbers of NPs in the 
Hong Kong team. 
2. “Respondents pay attention to the contribution of NPs toward Hong Kong 
football” 
 “ideas on the sustainable development of Hong Kong football” and “attitude 
toward NPs participate in the HK team” are grouped into “Respondents pay 
attention to the contribution of NPs toward Hong Kong football” because 
respondents seemed mainly concerned whether NPs can help the HK team 
to get a better result in the short and long run. 
3. “Respondents do not consider all NPs are Hong Kongers” 
“Evaluation on the Hong Kong identity of NPs” and “attitude towards 
mainland and bloodline players” are grouped into “Respondents do not 
consider all NPs are Hong Konger” because respondents had different ideas 
when considering the Hong Kong identity of NPs. Not all of them consider 
NPs as Hong Kongers. 
 
Table 4.9: Selective coding 
Categories in axial coding were re-examined in this stage. More detailed 
interpretations were conducted. 
1. Previous rarity of naturalised players in the past 
 “Respondents are sensitive to the numbers of NPs in the Hong Kong team”, 
previous rarity of NPs is the main concept.  




 “Respondents pay attention to the contribution of NPs toward Hong Kong football”, 
contributions of NPs to the HK team in long run and short run is the main concept 
in here. 
3. “place of birth”, “place of where they grow up”, “motivation of coming to 
Hong Kong”, “taking root in Hong Kong”, “understanding the Hong Kong 
culture”, “language issues: Cantonese or English”, “respecting law and 
politic” and “race is not a concern” 
“Respondents do not consider all NPs are Hong Kongers”. When respondents 




This chapter explains the research methods used in this study. Both quantitative and 
qualitative methods were adopted. Purposive sampling, convenience sampling and 
snowball sampling were used for the recruitment of 24 local football stakeholders. 
Participants were of different ages and had different roles in local football. A short 
survey questionnaire modified from Kiss and Park survey (2014) was given to 
participants before the interview as a warm-up exercise. Face to face interviews by 
myself as the researcher formed the main data collection method. Data from the survey 
were analyzed through SPSS. Data from face to face interview were analyzed using 
the grounded theory method (GTM) (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) and constant 






Chapter 5 Local football respondents’ attitudes towards the 
inclusion of naturalized players in the Hong Kong national 
football team 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the first research question is to find out why the inclusion 
of NPs in the HK team has suddenly become controversial in recent years. The second 
research question is to investigate the attitudes of local football stakeholders43 towards 
the inclusion of NPs in the HK team. This chapter will focus on these two questions. 
The first part of this chapter will outline the reasons, beyond political factors, for the 
apparent increased focus on the NPs in the HK team in recent years. The main reason 
discussed is the rising number of NPs in the team. The second part will discuss how 
open respondents were to the inclusion of NPs, including mainland players, in the HK 
team. Indeed, most respondents agreed that NPs should be selected for the HK team if 
they could contribute to the team. 
 
5.1 Increased focus on the NPs in the Hong Kong national football team 
In section 2.4, several political factors contributing to the increased focus on the NPs 
in the HK team were discussed, along with the rapid economic and cultural integration 
between Hong Kong and Mainland China, the unique geographical location of Hong 
Kong, and the rise of peripheral nationalism in Hong Kong.  
In addition to the political factors, the rising number of NPs in the HK team has also 
drawn public attention. 
 
5.1.1 Previous rarity of naturalised players  
During the “golden era” of Hong Kong football in the 1970s-1990s (Lam, 2017; Lai, 
2018), there were no heated debates surrounding the inclusion of NPs in the HK team, 
since NPs were rare during that period. Respondents’ comments illustrate this view: 
                                                          




When I was young, the HK team only had a few NPs, around one to three. As they were a 
minority, the public felt more comfortable and there were no debates around whether to 
include NPs in the team. 
(Chan Wai Yue, sports journalist, age group: over 40) 
When I was playing for the HK team, there were only one or two NPs on our team. Therefore, 
we never thought about whether or not we should select them for the team.  
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: over 40) 
Today, NPs are no longer rare in the HK team. For example, there were nine NPs in 
the starting line-up of the match between Hong Kong and Malaysia in the third round 
of the 2017 AFC Asian Cup Qualification Tournament.  
Table 5.1 line-up of the match between Hong Kong and Malaysia44 
Name Original nationality 
Jamies McKee British 
Fernando Recio Spanish 
Yapp Hung Fai (葉雄輝) Hong Kong Chinese 
Hélio José de Souza Gonçalves Brazilian 
Wong Wai (黃威) Hong Kong Chinese 
Jorge Tarres Spanish 
Dani Cancela Spanish 
Huang Yang (黃洋) Chinese 
Godfred Karikari Ghanaian 
Roberto Orlando Affonso Júnior Brazilian 
Xu DeShuai (徐德帥) Chinese 
 
The issues surrounding NPs in Hong Kong are not exclusive to Hong Kong, however, 
and have attracted public attention in other countries. 
In England, there was a debate on Mikel Arteta45. He could naturalize to the England 
national team. Although it did not happen, I think the public were positive to his 
naturalization because he was the only naturalized player. 
(James Legge, British, Hong Kong football fans, age group: 20-30)  
In my home country, selecting NPs for the national team is not a big problem, because there 
are only few NPs in the team. They are the “minority”. I think having three to five NPs is 
fine. 
(Anonymous naturalized player 1, age group: 30-40) 
                                                          
44 (Nicolas Anil, “Nine-man Malaysia held by Hong Kong in qualifier”, ESPN, 5/9/2017, 
http://www.espn.com/soccer/report?gameId=479575, accessed at 4/7/2018 
45  Mikel Arteta is a Spanish-born player who played for Everton and Arsenal for more than 10 years. He was invited to join 




These comments suggest that the number of NPs on a team is a factor affecting how 
much public attention is given to the issue of selecting NPs for a national team. 
 
5.2 Instrumental conception of local football respondents towards the inclusion of 
naturalized players in the Hong Kong national football team 
In general, respondents were open to the inclusion of NPs on the HK team. Improving 
the team’s performance and fostering the development of local football were the main 
concerns of all respondents. Race or other non-technical factors were not the focus for 
most respondents. 
 
5.2.1 Contribution of NPs to the HK team 
How NPs contribute to the HK team was the main concern for respondents. Most 
respondents felt positively about NPs if they were benefiting the HK team.  
Some fans appreciated the contribution of NPs. 
I think the HK team played better after NPs joined. They should be selected for the team. 
(Jack Tam, fan, age group: 20-30) 
NPs really play well. With their inclusion, the Hong Kong team only lost one or two goals to 
West Asian teams such as Qatar and Lebanon. We should give credit to NPs. 
(James Tsang, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I have watched Hong Kong team games for more than ten years. To be honest, NPs help 
the Hong Kong team a lot. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
According to the professional reflections from players and coaches, NPs raised the 
skill levels and overall physique quality of the HK team. 
It’s good to have NPs in the HK team. They are better than many domestic players not only 
in skill but also in physique and professional attitude.  
(Chan Pak Ho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 




(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
To be honest, some NPs play pretty well, such as Jordi Tarres. The HK team needs a striker 
and he is really good at getting chances to score in the box.  
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
Beyond their visible performance on the pitch, some respondents also appreciated the 
professional attitudes of NPs. This professionalism has been interpreted as discipline 
on the field and the will to fight during the game. 
Some NPs impart a professional attitude to young players such as Li Haiqiang (李海強). 
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
NPs need to have good attitudes on the field. They have to show that they are fighting for 
Hong Kong. Their playing attitudes are very important. Fans can feel it through their 
performances. If they have a fighting spirit on the field, fans will welcome them to play for 
the HK team and like them more. 
(James Tsang, fan, age group: 20-30)  
I have interviewed some naturalized players. …Most of them have a good attitude on the 
field. They fully commit to the game. Jaimes Mckee, for example, gives you all he has in 
every game. You can see he is exhausted after every game. 
(Chan Wai Yue, sports journalist, age group: above 40) 
However, NP’s contributions were not recognized by all respondents. Some voiced 
dissatisfaction with their performances and argued that NPs are no better than some 
domestic home-grown players.  
I would be fine with a team that was made up of NPs if they could do things like getting into 
the main round of the Asia Cup. However, the problem is, there are more than five NPs in 
the regular starting line-up of our team [HK team] and we still can’t get into the main round 
of the Asia Cup. We can’t even play tactically or in an enjoyable offensive style. Moreover, 
when we use young talented players like Wong Wai (黃威) and Tan Chun Lok (陳俊樂), we 
play quite well.  
(Chan Wai Yue, sport journalist, age group: above 40) 
We have talented young home-grown players in some positions, such as centre-back. We 




to select NPs for these positions? Moreover, we still lost after we used NPs, so I don’t know 
why we had to select so many for the team. 
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
We still can’t win after selecting NPs for the team. We just lost 1-0 or 2-0 instead of 5-0, but 
I don’t see much difference. We still can’t win. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
These negative voices, however, do not repudiate the contribution of NPs subjectively 
and emotionally. These respondents simply question the capabilities of NPs on the 
football field. This suggests that they do not believe NPs can help the HK team get 
better results, and, as such should not be selected for the team. Although respondents 
have mixed views on selecting NPs for the team, all views appear to be calculated 
around the perceived benefits of having NP on the team. The difference in views 
depended on the expectations of the contribution. Some respondents saw “better play” 
as a contribution, but other respondents expected the contribution to be “getting into 
the main round of the Asia Cup” and/or “defeating teams from West Asia”. This means 
that if NPs were able to meet a respondent’s expectations about their contribution to 
the team, the respondent would have to acknowledge their contribution and support 
their selection for the team, as demonstrated in the comments from Chan Wai Yue 46. 
As a short conclusion, both positive and negative stances reflect the instrumental 
consideration that respondents calculate the benefits of selecting NPs for the HK team. 
Critics of the contributions of NPs mainly came from respondents who were aged 
between 40 and 49 years. As mentioned earlier, this age group have lived through the 
golden era of Hong Kong football from the 1970s to the late 1990s (Lam, 2017; Lai, 
2018). In the late 1990s, Hong Kong was within the top 100 in the FIFA World 
Ranking. Hence, respondents in this age group had higher expectations of the 
performances of NPs. Younger respondents aged between 20 and 30, however, were 
much faster to recognize and praise the contributions of NPs. These respondents were 
born, raised or trained in the recession era of Hong Kong football. In the 2010s, Hong 
Kong was only placed between 140 and 160 in the FIFA World Ranking. Hence, these 
respondents had lower expectations for the performances of NPs. This shows that, 
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there is a clear divide in the expectations around the “contributions of NPs” between 
young and old respondents. 
The discussions surrounding the contributions of NPs are not limited to their on-field 
performances at games. Respondents also discussed the general effects of having NPs 
on the development of Hong Kong football. As such, some indirect contributions are 
considered.  
Some respondents believed that NPs could impart their experiences to the young 
players in Hong Kong. They argued that since NPs had played professional football 
for many years and had been exposed to various levels of professional football in 
different places, they could act as mentors to the young players. In other words, some 
respondents believed that the experience of NPs is an intangible asset to the HK team. 
NPs are experienced players, because they have played in other countries already. Their 
experience can help the HK team. 
(Ben, fan, age group: 20-30) 
NPs have already been exposed to different levels of football, for example, Jordi Tarres who 
played for the youth team of Espanyol47. They can pass on their experience to young players 
and improve the development of Hong Kong football. Moreover, the contributions of Festus, 
Hélio and Jordi are beyond doubt. They are beneficial to the Hong Kong team. 
(James Legge, British, Hong Kong football fan, age group: 20-30)  
Another indirect contribution of NPs is through the expansion of the pool of players 
who are legally qualified to play for the HK team. Having a bigger pool of players 
should improve the level of the team and the players themselves. 
It is good to have them. The pool of Hong Kong players is small. With NPs joining the team, 
the pool of local players becomes bigger. Being a HK team player will be more competitive. 
You need to be one of the best if you want the head coach to select you into the HK team. 
Given this, NPs enhance the level of the players and the team. 
(Owen, fans, age group: 20-30) 
In general, NPs are fresh blood for the HK team. The coach then gets more player choices 
and can help the HK team to improve. Even in Japan, they have NPs for the last 10-20 years. 
                                                          




(So, fan, age group: over 60) 
By expanding the pool of players, NPs also counteracted the problem of insufficient 
players developed during the “ice age” of Hong Kong football. During the “ice age”, 
the local football market deteriorated, and most clubs did not invest in training young 
domestic players, preferring to recruit foreign or mainland players (Lam, 2017; Lai, 
2018). As such, a generation of players was lost, and the HK team lacked “home grown” 
players.   
NPs solved the problem of insufficient players during the “ice age”.  
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
NPs were anodyne for the HK team because no young domestic players were trained during 
“ice age”. 
(Gary, fan, age group: 20-30) 
As a result of the “ice age”, there was no youth training. A whole generation of players was 
lost. We had no other choices but to select NPs for the HK team. 
(James Tsang, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Somewhat similar to the discussion on the direct contribution of NPs, some 
respondents believed that selecting NPs for the HK team was not good for the 
development of HK football. They doubted there would be any long-term contribution 
on the part of NPs to the HK team, because some NPs were already over 30 years old.  
Some naturalised players are too old, so they won’t play for long. 
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30) 
Most of the NPs are over 30 years old. They won’t play for the HK team for a long period of 
time.  
(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
Some NPs are too old, so they won’t be playing for long. We have to make a long-term 
development plan. 
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
More specifically, respondents worried that the over reliance on NPs would have 




Most NPs are old. We need to have long-term planning. Young players should train harder 
to fill the gaps when NPs retire. 
(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
NPs are not a stable source of players. For instance, ten foreign players have been 
naturalised in HK in this decade, but maybe in the next decade, we get none. 
(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
Most NPs are over 30 years old. How long can they play for the HK team? Some 
opportunities should be reserved for the young players. 
(Chan Wai Yue, sports journalist, age group: above 40) 
The local football market has already plummeted to rock bottom. If we still use a lot of NPs, 
how can we encourage young players to be full-time players and train hard? They feel there 
are no opportunities to move up. Moreover, many NPs are quite old, so they won’t be 
playing for long.  
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 20-30)  
Following up on the idea of succession and sustainability in the HK team, some 
respondents further argued that selecting NPs for the HK team could actually hinder 
the development of young players. 
Someday, when all the naturalised players retire, our home-grown players will not have 
enough experience to represent the HK team if we don’t give them a chance to play now. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 20-30) 
To a certain extent, I would agree that selecting NPs for the HK team could hinder the 
development of young players. For example, Wong Wai [黃威] and Tan Chun Lok [陳俊樂] 
should be in the starting line-up for every game because they play really well. Leung Lok 
Hung [梁諾恆] and Li Ngai Hoi [李毅凱] should also have more chances to play for the HK 
team. They are young and could end up playing for the HK team for more than ten years. I 
am afraid that if the HK team is made up of too many NPs, it will hinder the development 
of young players. 
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30) 
I agree that selecting too many NPs for the team could hinder the development of young 
players. It is pretty normal that young players make mistakes. Coaches should not replace 




mistakes and they can develop if they have more chances to play. Even in the golden era of 
Hong Kong football, young players made mistakes. 
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50)  
These negative opinions show concerns about the long-term development of the HK 
team. Respondents were afraid that the over reliance on NPs would harm the long-
term development of Hong Kong football. Some respondents favoured young players 
over NPs, because young players would be able to play for the HK team for a longer 
period of time. Moreover, young players in here should not be restricted to Chinese 
players. Many non-Chinese young players have already played for the HK team such 
as Matthew Elliot Orr Wing Kai who is Canadian and Remi Dujardin who is French.  
However, not all respondents agreed with the notion that NPs were hindering the 
development of young players. Some respondents argued that a football team is a place 
of work and that there must be competition amongst the players. Hence, they suggested 
that young players should improve themselves rather than blame NPs when they are 
not chosen regularly for the starting line-up. 
I think the inclusion of NPs is good for young players. NPs can be a motivator for young 
players to train harder if they want to be a player of the HK team. The good performances 
of NPs keep reminding young players to train hard and do our best to be better players, 
especially if we want to play for the HK team or be part of the regular starting line-up in the 
club. In the world of professional football, performance is the only factor you should think 
about. If you are good enough, all coaches will select you. NPs keep reminding young 
players to improve themselves.  
(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
The inclusion of NPs is not a problem. The problem is whether young players are prepared. 
Professional football is competitive. There are no excuses. Moreover, there is such a big 
China football market now, young players should train harder, play better than NPs and 
then enter the China super league.  
(Cheng Siu Chung, Ricky, retired player, coach of KC Southern, age group: 40-50) 
A football team is also a place of work. Competition amongst players is necessary. If you 
are good enough, then you will be in the starting line-up for the team. Everyone has a fair 
chance to be selected by the coach of the Hong Kong team. Complaining about hindering 




(Marco Mak, journalist, age group: 20-30) 
Although the HK team is in essence a national team, the race and ethnicity of players 
have never been a concern. The opinions of Chan Pakho, Ricky Cheng and Marco Mak 
provide a glimpse into why instrumental conception is at the core of the discussion on 
selecting NPs for the HK team. According to the respondents, ability is the only thing 
that matters in the world of professional football. Therefore, as the HK team is a 
professional football team, it is reasonable that NPs are judged solely by their 
performance, and not on other non-competition related factors.   
Apart from hindering the development of young players, respondents also had policy 
related concerns, as the AFC is constantly amending the regulations on NPs at 
international games. It is possible, for example, that NPs may even be banned in the 
future. 
NPs should not be a long-term source of players for the HK team. If the Hong Kong Football 
Association (HKFA) only relies on NPs to play for the HK team and does not put resources 
into youth training programs, it will reduce the future football population48 . Furthermore, 
the Asia Football Confederation (AFC) keeps changing its regulations on NPs. Someday, NPs 
may not be allowed to play international games. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
In addition, respondents further shared their ideas on building up an “ideal” HK team. 
Skills, attitudes, condition, experience and potential were the main principles. All these 
principles were aimed at getting good results for the HK team in both the short and 
long term. 
I would select players according to their skills, attitude, fighting spirit, and also potential. 
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I would consider players’ skills, attitude and potential, and of course, I would also consider 
the tactical needs of the team. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Select the players that can get the best results. 
(Chan Wai Yue, sport journalist, age group: above 40) 
[Selection should be] based on players’ performance in the league game and the tactical 
needs. 
                                                          




(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
I would build up a team with experience and potential 
(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
Condition, potential, attitude and skills are the main concern for me. 
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: over 40) 
I would select players according to their performance in the league games. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: over 40) 
To sum up, respondents were generally open to the inclusion of NPs in the HK team. 
The attitudes of respondents towards NPs were instrumental. In other words, being a 
Hong Kong team player is an instrumental identity. Instrumental identity is built on 
benefits and practical advantages and its origin is rational awareness, and the need for 
the protection of common interests but not closeness (Bacova, 1998). In this case, most 
arguments were related to the advantages and disadvantages of selecting NPs for the 
HK team. The short-term and long-term contributions of NPs were also discussed. 
Although there were disagreements, such as different expectations for contributions, 
the discussions were mainly focused on the advantages and disadvantages brought 
about by the inclusion of NPs. Notably, race as a concern did not feature in this part 
of the discussion at all.    
 
Short summary 
This chapter responded to the first two research questions: to find out why the inclusion 
of NPs in the HK team has suddenly become controversial in recent years; and to 
investigate the attitudes of local football stakeholders towards the inclusion of NPs in 
the HK team. In addition to the political factors mentioned in Chapter 2, the increasing 
numbers of NPs in the HK team are posited as the reasons drawing public attention to 
the NPs in the HK team. Respondents were open to the inclusion of NPs on the HK 
team. They only cared about the benefits that NPs could bring to the HK team and the 




Chapter 6 Considerations on the Hong Kong identity of 
naturalised players 
 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the third research question is to ascertain whether local 
football participants consider NPs to be “Hong Kongers”. This chapter will respond to 
this question. Chapter 5 established that respondents were open to the inclusion of NPs 
in the HK team. However, an open attitude towards the participation of NPs does not 
mean that respondents were ready to consider NPs as Hong Kongers. This chapter will 
analyze the ways in which respondent evaluate the Hong Kong identity of NPs. This 
chapter is divided into two parts. The first part presents the result of the short 
questionnaire. According to the findings from the questionnaire, respondents saw HK 
identity as more “civic” than “ethnic”. The second part discusses the factors that 
affected respondents’ evaluations regarding the Hong Kong identity of NPs, including 
“contributions to Hong Kong,” “place of birth and upbringing,” “motivation for 
coming to Hong Kong,” and “understanding of the culture, language and laws of Hong 
Kong.” Notably, respondents did not specifically favor mainland players or bloodline 
players over NPs. 
 
6.1 “Ethnic” and “civic” conceptions of Hong Kong identity in quantitative data 
Respondents for this research were invited to complete a short questionnaire based on 
a modified exist scale49. The questionnaire examined both the civic conception and 
ethnic conception of Hong Kong identity. Some respondents did not complete this 
survey for special reasons. They said that, as Hong Kong identity is a sensitive topic 
nowadays, they did not want to participate in a questionnaire that directly discussed 
“Hong Kongese.” This scale provides a glimpse into respondents’ conceptions on 
Hong Kong identity. Moreover, as section 4.2 mentioned, respondents in the pilot test 
said they seldom thought about Hong Kong identity in detail, so they found it difficult 
to express their ideas in the face-to-face interviews. Hence, this questionnaire was used 
as a warm-up exercise for the respondents before the face-to-face interviews began.  
                                                          
49 The scale was adapted from the research of Kiss & Park (2014). The scale was originally was used to test “Britishness”. As such, 




Table 6.1 has categorized statements from the survey as “ethnic” or “civic”. In general, 
respondents were more civic (M = 3.95, SD = 0.57) than ethnic (M = 3.42, SD = 0.65) 
in their responses. However, there were differences in individual statements. The mean 
score of “To share Hong Kong’s customs and traditions” (M = 4.05, SD = 0.91) was 
higher than that of civic statements (M = 3.95, SD = 0.57). Moreover, it was one of 
only three statements with a mean score above 4 (M > 4). The other two statements 
were “To have Hong Kong citizenship” (M = 4.11, SD = 1.1) and “To respect and 
understand Hong Kong’s political institutions and laws” (M = 4.16, SD = 0.96). This 
means respondents may see valuing “the customs and traditions of Hong Kong” as 
being as important as having “citizenship” and respecting the “political institutions 
and laws of Hong Kong.” At the other end of the scale, the statement “To have parents 
who were born in Hong Kong” (M = 2.63, SD = 1.01) had the lowest mean score and 
was the only statement with a mean score below 3 (M < 3). This means respondents 
did not consider having parents who were born in Hong Kong as an important factor 
in Hong Kong identity. This may also help to explain the non-favourable attitudes of 
respondents toward bloodline players and mainland players.  
Since the sample size of each age group was small, ANOVA and t-test were not 
suitable for the analysis of difference. Nonetheless, a general comparison was 
conducted amongst age groups. Respondents aged 20 to 29 scored higher in the civic 
subscale (M = 4.02, SD = 0.61) than the ethnic subscale (M = 3.29, SD = 0.60). 
Respondents aged 40 to 49 also scored slightly higher on the civic subscale (M = 3.92, 
SD = 0.79) than the ethnic subscale (M = 3.81, SD = 0.24). Respondents over 50, 
however, scored higher on the ethnic subscale (M = 3.75) than the civic subscale (M = 
3).  
Respondents aged 40 to 49 (M = 3.81, SD = 0.24) scored higher on the ethnic subscale 
than those aged 20 to 29 (M = 3.29, SD = 0.60). However, respondents aged 20 to 29 
(M = 4.21, SD = 0.97) scored higher than those aged 40 to 49 (M = 3.5, SD = 1.29) on 
the statement: “To share Hong Kong’s customs and traditions.” It was unexpected that 
the younger respondents would treasure customs and traditions more than the 
respondents in the older age groups. This finding can be explained, however, by the 
discussions in the face-to-face on interviews on how culture was understood by 
different respondents. 




than those aged 40-49 (M = 3.92, SD = 0.79). However, respondents aged 40 to 49 (M 
= 4, SD = 0.82) were more “civic” than those aged 20-29 (M = 3.57, SD = 0.76) 
regarding the statement “To speak Cantonese.” Respondents further elaborated on 
their ideas about the importance of language in the face-to-face interviews. 
Short conclusion 
The scale primarily reveals respondents’ interpretations of what constitutes Hong 
Kong identity. In general, they paid more attention to the civic elements than the ethnic 
elements. They mostly cared about the culture of Hong Kong, Hong Kong citizenship, 
and Hong Kong’s political institutions and laws.  
 
6.2 Respondents considerations on the Hong Kong identity of naturalized players 
This section will interpret the ways respondents evaluate the Hong Kong identity of 
naturalized players. NPs from outside mainland China, mainland players and bloodline 
players are discussed separately. In general, respondents did not consider all NPs Hong 
Kongers. Respondents expressed a lower sense of belonging to the HK team when the 
team had too many NPs, and they argued that NPs were less representative than local 
home-grown players. Respondents further discussed some factors that affected their 
evaluations, including “contribution to Hong Kong,” “place of birth and upbringing,” 
“motivation for coming to Hong Kong,” and “understanding of the culture, language 
and laws of Hong Kong.” Notably, respondents did not specifically favour mainland 
players or bloodline players.  
 
6.2.1 Lower sense of belonging and less representative 
As section 2.5 mentioned, some fans of Ireland national team worried about the 
representativeness of the non-home-grown players. In Hong Kong, some respondents 
also had similar worries. They felt a lower sense of belonging to the HK team when 
the team had too many NPs.  
As a fan, I would have less sense of belonging to the team if the team was made up of too 
many NPs. The HK team is not Manchester United or Barcelona. Those teams are clubs, so 
they are free to use as many foreign players as they like, because good results are their only 
goal. However, the HK team is a representative team. It should represent the people of 
Hong Kong. If there were too many NPs on HK team, I would feel that the team was not 




(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
There are only three to four home-grown players on the team now. It makes me feel as 
though they are the “naturalised players”. Honestly, I don’t have much sense of belonging 
to the team as there are so many NPs. NPs are also foreigners, so they cannot unite the 
public. Even if the team could win, it would just be the victory of a group of foreigners, not 
the victory of Hong Kongers. 
(So, fan, age group: over 60) 
The representativeness of NPs and the sense of belonging they generated amongst fans 
to the HK team were challenged by these respondents. Doubts over their ability to 
unite fans were raised. Some respondents went as far as to suggest that some iconic, 
home-grown players should be chosen for the team ahead of NPs, because they 
increased the representativeness of the HK team and strengthened the sense of 
belonging by unifying players and fans.  
If I were the head coach of the HK team, I would choose iconic home grown players for the 
team, such as Chan Siu Ki (陳肇麒), Chan Wai Ho (陳偉豪) or Yapp Hung Fai (葉雄輝). 
These iconic players can connect the public and unite the fans. 
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30) 
Home-grown players can be a bridge bonding the HK team and the fans. Fans usually like 
local players more, because of their shared upbringing experiences and shared living 
environment. Therefore, there must be some local players on the team. A few years back, 
Arsenal had a starting line-up with no English players. This was hotly debated in England. 
What’s more, it is easier for home-grown players to lead a team or become icons. Look at 
Francesco Totti in A.S. Roma or Xabi Prieto in Real Sociedad, for example. They spent their 
whole careers on the same team. Fans strongly identified with them. 
(Chan Wai Yue, sports journalist, age: 40-50) 
When I played for the HK team, an NP was chosen to be the captain by the coach. I felt 
strange about this decision, but as a player I didn’t dare challenge the coach’s decision. At 
that time, there were some famous, home-grown players on our team. I thought the coach 
should have chosen one of them to be the captain. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
These findings suggest that some respondents believed home-grown players could 
better maintain strong bonds between the fans and the team, because of their Hong 
Kong identity. This means that some respondents do not consider NPs as Hong 
Kongers.  
The following section will discuss the factors that affected respondents’ evaluations 





6.2.2 Contributing Hong Kong 
Making contributions was a key concern for respondents in regard to selecting NPs for 
the HK team, but it also featured in respondents’ discussions on Hong Kong identity. 
Hong Kong is an international city. Even in the old days, the people who built Hong Kong 
were not born in Hong Kong. Therefore, the most important thing is contributing. 
(Ben, fan, age group: 20-30) 
According to Ben, “contribution” is an important factor in regard to Hong Kong 
identity. He further highlighted “place of birth” as another factor. This will be 
elaborated on below. 
 
6.2.3 Place of birth and upbringing 
Some respondents did not consider “place of birth” as a factor in the Hong Kong 
identity of NPs. This was due to their beliefs that Hong Kong is an international city 
and that the in-and-out-migration is high. Furthermore, Hong Kong has been 
influenced by people from different places throughout its history. According to Kiss 
and Park (2014), ethnicity defines the identity of people with ancestry, tradition, 
culture and language but is not restricted to the people who were born in and or lived 
in the territory. 
Hong Kong is an immigrant city. In the past, most people came from China or other parts of 
Asia.  
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think Hong Kong is unique. Hong Kong is continually influencd by people from different 
places. In the very beginning, Hong Kong was constructed by British. The first police force 
was Indian. The Star Ferry was also started by an Indian. Later on, Hong Kong was influenced 
by Vietnamese, Thais, and mainland Chinese. Hong Kong is a place that people come to 
from all over the world. 
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30)  
Indeed, respondents also revealed this attitude towards “place of birth” in the short 
questionnaire. “To be born in Hong Kong” (M = 3.47 SD = 1.31) was the lowest ranked 
statement after “To have parents born in Hong Kong” (M = 2.63 SD = 1.01).  
The “place of upbringing,” however, was a comparatively important factor for many 




different from NPs who came to Hong Kong as adult players. They believed NPs who 
had spent their formative and school years in Hong Kong were more representative 
and had a stronger sense of belonging to the HK team than those who came to Hong 
Kong as adults. 
There is a distinction between NPs who grew up in Hong Kong and NPs who come from 
other places. Raheem Sterling, who plays on the England national football team, came to 
England when he was two years old. Unless you are anti-immigrant or racist, you would 
clearly think he’s English. He’s been in England since he was two years old. I do not mean 
to say that there is a clear cut-off at 18 years of age but there are differences between 
players who come here specifically to play football and players who grew up here for 
whatever reason. … I do believe Jaimes McKee and Jack Sealy are more Hong Konger than 
Sandro and Fetsus, because they spent their formative years in Hong Kong.  
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30)  
I think there is a clear distinction between NPs who grew up in HK and NPs who come from 
other places. For example, Jaimes McKee grew up in Hong Kong. He completed his 
secondary education in King George V School and his bachelor’s degree in the University of 
Hong Kong. Jack Sealy also grew up in Hong Kong. Their experiences are no different to ours. 
They studied in Hong Kong and grew up in Hong Kong. They did not just come to Hong Kong 
because of their work. 
(Chan Wai Yue, journalist, age group: 40-50) 
I am more positive about those NPs who are not Chinese, but who are home-grown, 
because they grew up in Hong Kong like Jaimes McKee. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
Being a home-grown player, therefore, is not limited to being an ethnic Chinese player 
-- an NP can also be a home-grown player50 with strong representativeness and a sense 
of belonging to the team. The representativeness and sense of belonging of home-
grown NPs are built upon their formative experiences in Hong Kong, which are similar 
to most of Hong Kong’s public. In other words, local football respondents are more 
likely to consider home-grown NPs as Hong Kongers.   
 
6.2.4 Motivation for coming to Hong Kong 
                                                          
50 An NP can also be a home-grown player. Jaimes Anthony McKee is an example. He was born in England in 1987 but immigrated 
to Hong Kong in 1997. He grew up in Hong Kong, finishing his secondary education at King George V School and his tertiary 
education in the University of Hong Kong, despite being a British passport holder. Later, he gave up his British nationality in 




Some NPs were foreign players when they came to Hong Kong. They came to Hong 
Kong in order to develop their careers. Hence, it is hard for some respondents to change 
their perception that these players are foreign players rather than Hong Kongers.  
If a player comes here specifically to play professional football, they live here because of 
their job. They were naturalised later. I am not sure whether they are truly local.  
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30)  
Although an NP may have lived in Hong Kong for more than seven years, they did not grow 
up in Hong Kong. A player who grows up in Hong Kong should have a stronger sense of 
belonging to the team. What’s more, these kinds of NPs started out as foreign players. They 
came here to work, so that’s how I see them. That’s the first impression had of them. 
Although it may seem irrational, I can’t change how I see them. Therefore, I am less likely 
to consider them Hong Kongers. 
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
Most NPs were foreigner players when they came to Hong Kong. They came to Hong Kong 
to work and make money. They came here for some utilitarian reasons such as earning a 
living. I don’t think they are 100 percent Hong Konger. 
(Chan Wai Yue, journalist, age group: 40-50) 
Nonetheless, if an NP comes to Hong Kong for another reason, such as studying, 
respondents are more likely to consider them as Hong Kongers.  
However, I think Hwang Yeung (黃洋) is very “local”. He came to Hong Kong to finish his 
master’s study, not to play professional football. 
(Chan Wai Yue, journalist, age group: 40-50) 
These comments show that there are a couple of reasons why respondents found it 
difficult to view players who moved to Hong Kong to play professional football as 
Hong Kongers. First, as section 6.2.3 mentioned, respondents identified more with 
NPs who grew up in Hong Kong, because of their similar formative experiences. An 
NP who comes to Hong Kong to play professional football lacks these shared 
experiences with the public and, as a result, is less likely to be seen as a Hong Konger 
by fans. Second, some respondents see NPs who came to Hong Kong to play 
professional football (and earn a living) in a utilitarian way. This utilitarianism makes 
some respondents feel uncomfortable, even if they view their own perceptions as 
irrational. NPs who come to Hong Kong for less utilitarian reasons, such as studying, 
are often viewed in a better light.  
 




In addition to considering the motivations of a player’s move to Hong Kong, 
respondents also take into to consideration whether an NP plans to stay in Hong Kong 
after his retirement and raise his family here.  
Xu Deshuai (徐德帥)51 mentioned that he will return to Dalian (大連) after he retires. So, 
how can I consider him a Hong Konger? 
(Hang, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I will consider an NP as a Hong Konger if he brings his family to Hong Kong or has a family 
here. It makes me feel that he really has roots in Hong Kong.  
(Gary, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I don’t know whether NPs will stay in Hong Kong after they retire. For example, Sung Lin 
Yung Stephen (宋連勇 ) 52  returned to China after he retired. That makes me wonder 
whether Sandro or Alex Akande will stay in Hong Kong after they retire. 
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
Putting down roots and treating Hong Kong as their home is very important. I know some 
naturalised players may go back to their home countries or leave Hong Kong after they 
retire. They do not treat Hong Kong as a home or consider themselves Hong Kongers. Hong 
Kong is just a place of work for them. 
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 
“Putting down roots in Hong Kong” means settling down with a family in Hong Kong 
and living here long-term. If an NP leaves or plans to leave Hong Kong after his 
retirement, respondents will believe that he only came to Hong Kong for his football 
career, and are therefore, less likely to see him as a Hong Konger. On the contrary, if 
an NP stays in Hong Kong after his retirement and settles down with his family, 
respondents will believe that Hong Kong is not just his place of work, but his home.  
 
 
6.2.6 To understand Hong Kong culture 
Some respondents believed that understanding Hong Kong culture was an important 
part of having a Hong Kong identity. Corresponding to the discussion in section 6.2.3, 
respondents paid attention to the similarity of an NPs formative experience to that of 
the general population, because they believed that a player who had grown up in Hong 
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Kong would be influenced by Hong Kong culture.  
The place where you spend your formative years is very important. If you were raised in 
Hong Kong, you would definitely be influenced by the culture and habits of Hong Kong.  
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Some NPs on Hong Kong team were born or raised in Hong Kong such as Barak Braunshtain 
and Jack Sealy. Although they have foreign faces, they were born or raised in Hong Kong. I 
think this means they would have a stronger sense of belonging to Hong Kong, as they 
would have been influenced by the culture of Hong Kong during their formative years. It is 
natural that they know about Hong Kong. In the past, there was an NP called Tim Bredbury, 
who was born in Hong Kong. He knew everything about the city just like you and me. He 
can understand Cantonese and speak some basic Cantonese. I don’t think there are any 
differences between ethnic Chinese and non-ethnic Chinese home-grown players.  
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
Some respondents further suggested that the seven-year naturalisation process was 
enough time for NPs to understand the culture of Hong Kong, hence, all NPs should 
be familiar with the culture of Hong Kong. 
I think seven years is long enough for a foreigner to understand the local Hong Kong culture. 
Not only the good parts either, but the bad parts such as “walk fast,” “eat fast,” and “be 
cool.” 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
A long-term residency is enough time for NPs to understand the culture and habits of Hong 
Kong. For example, they need to know how to use chop-sticks, give red packets during the 
Lunar New Year festival, and try some traditional food.  
(Gary, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Knowing the culture of Hong Kong is an important factor in being a Hong Konger. For 
example, having meal in a cha chaan teng (茶餐廳, tea house), knowing how to use an 
Octopus Card,53 and knowing some Cantonese slang or watching TVB.54 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
In fact, these ideas of “culture” are better described as the lifestyle or habits of Hong 
Kong rather than specific traditions or customs.  
However, some respondents suggested that the true culture of Hong Kong had already 
been forgotten by most people, so it was not important for an NP to be familiar with 
it. 
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Even home-grown Hong Kongers don’t know much about the culture or traditions of Hong 
Kong. Most of Hong Kong’s culture has already faded out. For example, most people don’t 
treat hair washing as taboo on the first day of Lunar New Year anymore. Many families 
don’t know how to make traditional foods, such as sesame balls (煎堆), fried peanut 
dumplings (角仔), or sachima (沙琪瑪), and many Hong Kongers aren’t even familiar with 
these traditional foods.  
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 
 I am a Hong Konger, but I don’t know what Hong Kong culture is. Maybe my parents know. 
But I think people in my generation, around 40 years old, don’t know much about the 
tradition and culture of Hong Kong.  
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
Even though I am a Hong Konger, I don’t know much about Hong Kong culture. As far as I 
know, Hong Kong culture is the Mid-Autumn Festival and Lunar New Year.  
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
It is not surprising that respondents have different attitudes toward the importance of 
culture. In the questionnaire, the mean (M) of “To share Hong Kong’s customs and 
traditions” revealed that younger respondents surprisingly appeared to value culture 
and customs more than the respondents in older age groups. This seemed to be a 
strange phenomenon given that older people are usually said to care more about 
traditions and customs.  
Based on the comments, it could be said that the respondents had different 
understandings regarding what constitutes Hong Kong culture. Respondents aged 
between 20 and 30 years of age understood, Hong Kong culture as daily habits such 
as using an Octopus card or chop-sticks. On the other hand, respondents over 40 
understood Hong Kong culture as some specific Chinese traditions like not washing 
your hair on the first day of the Lunar New Year. 
Younger respondents believed that the Hong Kong life-style (or “culture” in their 
words) was an important part of Hong Kong identity, because it was a part of Hong 
Kong. Older respondents believed that “Hong Kong culture” had already faded out, so 
they did not see it as a very important part of Hong Kong identity.  
Although these standpoints may seem opposed, the thinking behind them is actually 
quite similar. Both pay attention to the universality of “culture”. In other words, if the 
“culture” is universal in a society, then it is important, as illustrated in the comment 
below.  




know what traditional culture is. Traditional culture has been superseded by modern living 
habits or modern culture. These are the things that I think truly matter. For example, you 
need to know that most Hong Kongers contact each other through Whatsapp. 
(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
It is possible that “forgotten” culture was universal in the past.55 Therefore, the dispute 
here is not the content or importance of culture, but its universality.  
 
6.2.7 Speaking Cantonese and/or English  
Being able to speak English is one of the most important factors in “Britishness” (Kiss 
& Park, 2014). This close connection between language and place is key part of 
identity in many other places. However, the importance of the local language is 
controversial in Hong Kong. In 2016, 88.1 percent of the public claimed Cantonese 
was their mother tongue56. Hence, being able to speak Cantonese is a factor in being a 
Hong Konger for some respondents.  
It would be better if NPs could speak a little bit of Cantonese, for example, if you know how 
to say chuen (傳, pass) or se (射, shoot), you can communicate better with your teammates. 
(West, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think the most important thing is the willingness to use Cantonese to have a conversation. 
It doesn’t matter if you’re fluent or not. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Being able to have a basic conversation is already good enough. It means that you have 
tried to learn Cantonese and show some respect for Cantonese. 
(Ben, fan, age group: 20-30) 
English is also an official language in Hong Kong and 65 percent of the public perceive 
their own language competence in using spoken English as average or above.57 Hence, 
the popularity of English may lower the importance of Cantonese as a factor in Hong 
Kong identity, as demonstrated in the comment below. 
Cantonese is important, but I don’t think it’s necessary. Some home-grown Hong Kongers 
only know how to speak English. English is very common in Hong Kong and it’s also an 
official language.  
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(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
As the findings in the questionnaire indicate, “To speak Cantonese” (M = 3.58 SD = 
0.84) has the lowest mean score in civic statements. It would seem speaking Cantonese 
is not a factor affecting respondents’ evaluations about the identities of NPs. This 
argument, however, does not mean that Cantonese is not an important factor affecting 
respondents’ evaluations. The discussion lies in the comparison between Cantonese 
and English, as both languages are common in Hong Kong. Most of the general public 
can speak and write in both languages, so it is hard for respondents to determine which 
language is more important in Hong Kong. It is possible that respondents want NPs to 
be able to speak Cantonese or English. It is also possible that if the statement in the 
questionnaire was rephrased like this “To speak Cantonese or English,” the mean 
would be much higher.  
 
6.2.8 To understand Hong Kong’s laws, politics and social issues 
Respecting the law is the second important factor in regard to what constitutes 
Britishness (Kiss & Park, 2014). This close connection between laws and place is a 
key part of identity in many other places. According to the results of the questionnaire, 
“To respect and understand Hong Kong’s political institutions and laws”  (M = 4.16, 
SD = 0.96) is the most important factor in being a Hong Konger, as it had the highest 
mean score. In the face-to-face interviews, some respondents also expressed that they 
would be more likely to consider NPs as Hong Kongers if they had a basic 
understanding about Hong Kong’s laws. This is because it is a civic responsibility of 
local people to know local laws.   
It is very normal that when you arrive to a new place, you should follow the laws there. At 
least you show know some of the laws. There is no need to go into too much detail, but you 
should know about some laws that relate to your daily life. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
If you want to be part of a place, you should know and trust the systems in that place, such 
as the judicial system and the political system.  
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think all Hong Kongers should have a basic understanding about Hong Kong’s laws. 
(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
Understanding the law is important for everyone in Hong Kong, even foreign players. When 





(Cheng Siu Chung, Ricky, retired player, coach of KC Southern, age group: 40-50) 
Some respondents mentioned that understanding some basic legal concepts is very 
important. They believe freedom of speech and judicial independence are the most 
important underlying concepts in Hong Kong’s legal system, and that these principles 
help define Hong Kong and distinguish it from other places.  
Freedom and judicial independence are two of the important corner-stones in Hong Kong 
law. NPs should respect and treasure this uniqueness. 
(James Tsang, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think political freedom and judicial independence are what makes Hong Kong unique. For 
now, China still has a lot of hinderances to political freedom. Everyone should respect the 
freedoms in Hong Kong, such as freedom of the press and academic freedom. 
(James Legge, British, HK football fan, age group: 20-30) 
Laws can be used to distinguish Hong Kong from other places. For example, Hong Kong has 
freedom of speech, but some places don’t. 
(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
According to the results of a telephone survey conducted in 2015 by the Hong Kong 
Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies in The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), 
over 90 percent of the 732 respondents strongly agreed or agreed that the “rule of law” 
is a core value in Hong Kong, and 88.1 percent of respondents agreed that “freedom” 
was also a core value in Hong Kong.  
Furthermore, having a basic understanding of social issues is a way to show you care 
about your society. 
Once you become a citizen here, I think you should fulfil your civic rights and responsibilities, 
such as voting in elections. What’s more, you should also show that you care about Hong 
Kong society. For example, NPs from Catalonia, such as Jordi Tarres, had shared their views 
on the political events between Hong Kong and Catalonia.  
(Ben, fan, age group: 20-30) 
NPs should know what is going on in Hong Kong. They should take a stand on some social 
issues. In some places, you need to pass an exam if you want to immigrate. Some politics 
and social issues are included in these exams. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
However, not all respondents claimed that understanding the laws and social issues in 
Hong Kong would affect the way they saw NPs. This was because they claimed the 




much about social issues.  
Laws and policies in Hong Kong keep changing, and even home-grown Hong Kongers are 
not familiar with them. 
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 
Many people don’t know much about the law or politics, so I think these things are not that 
important. 
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
I don’t know much about the law or politics, so these are not that important. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
I know Ricardo Rambo58 pretty well. He really likes the lifestyle in Hong Kong. He likes 
having dim sum. I think he would say he’s a Hong Konger, but I don’t think he would join 
any political activities or protests.  
(Lee Fai Lap, Phillip, manager of the BC Rangers, age: above 50) 
There was also a difference in the way young and older respondents scored on the 
statement: “To respect and understand Hong Kong’s political institutions and laws.” 
Respondents aged 20 to 29 (M = 4.96, SD = 0.93) scored higher than respondents aged 
40-49 (M = 3.5, SD = 1). 
Notably, the younger respondents placed more importance on understanding laws, 
politics and social issues in Hong Kong. Respondents over 40, however, paid less 
attention to these factors. This discrepancy shows the different generational 
perceptions on law and politics. The older generation tends to be distanced from 
politics and law, which are not part of their lives. As such, they do not view an 
understanding of the law or politics as important factors in Hong Kong identity. On 
the other hand, the younger generation sees understanding the law, politics and social 
issues as civic responsibilities for “Hong Kongers,” and hence, as important factors in 
Hong Kong identity.   
 
 
6.2.9 To have Hong Kong citizenship (Hong Kong Identity Card and HKSAR passport) 
Having British citizenship is also a second important factor for being truly British 
(Kiss & Park, 2014). This close connection between citizenship and place is another 
key part of identity in many places. According to the results of the questionnaire, “To 
                                                          




have Hong Kong citizenship” had the second highest mean (M) score (M = 4.11, SD = 
1.1). However, its standard deviation (SD) was the highest amongst all statements.  
Here are some reflections that show citizenship is seen as an important factor regarding 
the identity of NPs. 
Permanent residency and a passport are official recognitions of identity. What’s more, if 
an NP has citizenship, it means that they have stayed and contributed to Hong Kong for at 
least seven years. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
 
Citizenship is an official recognition. What’s more, a seven-year naturalization process 
should provide enough time for NPs to know about Hong Kong culture. 
(Gary, fan, age group: 20-30) 
On the other hand, some respondents claimed that citizenship was not a factor that 
affected how they saw the identity of NPs. 
Citizenship means nothing. Somebody with citizenship may know nothing about Hong Kong. 
(So, fan, age group: over 60)  
The most important thing is that one feels attached to Hong Kong. Some people may have 
already emigrated to other countries, but that doesn’t mean that they aren’t Hong Kongers. 
On the other hand, some new immigrants from mainland China may have a Hong Kong 
Identity Card (HKID) and a HKSAR passport, but they may not put down roots or contribute 
to Hong Kong. 
(James Tsang, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Citizenship is only an administrative manipulation. Some people may consider themselves 
Hong Kongers even without citizenship. Zhang Jun (張君),59 for example, has been in Hong 
Kong for six years, but he needs to leave next season. He likes iced lemon tea, he knows 
the streets very well, he knows the public transportation system very well, and he knows 
the detail of the city. He has already been part of the city. How can you say he’s not a Hong 
Konger? On the other hand, many people who have already lived in Hong Kong for more 
than seven years, still know nothing about the city. They may not consider themselves Hong 
Kongers. They may treat Hong Kong as just a place for work. 
(Marco Mak, journalist. Age: 20-30) 
Although there were different attitudes about the importance of Hong Kong citizenship, 
the underlying ideas of the respondents were similar. Citizenship was discussed in 
relation to other factors, such as contributing to, putting down roots in, and 
                                                          




understanding Hong Kong. For respondents who valued citizenship, they believed a 
seven-year naturalisation process gave NPs sufficient time to contribute to and know 
about Hong Kong. In other words, they related the notion of citizenship with the 
principles of “contribution” and “understanding Hong Kong culture.” For those who 
did not value citizenship, they expressed that citizenship did not equate to 
understanding or contributing to Hong Kong. In other words, citizenship is 
meaningless unless it is paired with other factors, such as contributing to or putting 
down roots in Hong Kong. 
One respondent pointed out the grey area in relation to citizenship and identity. 
If you have citizenship, I can’t say you’re not a Hong Konger. But it doesn’t mean I will say 
you’re a Hong Konger. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think this statement is a fair conclusion on the point of citizenship. As Dicky and 
Gary pointed out, citizenship is an official recognition of identity. As it is a person’s 
legal status, it is hard to negate the Hong Kong identity of NPs who have citizenship. 
However, whether an NP will be considered a Hong Konger depends on other factors 
discussed in the previous sections, such as contributing to and putting down roots in 
Hong Kong. 
 
6.3 Mainland players and bloodline players 
Ethnicity or race is a common element in discussions about identity. Although 
respondents raised plenty of criteria to evaluate the Hong Kong identity of NPs, race 
has not featured up to this point.  
Genetically, players from mainland China and bloodline players60  share a similar 
ethnicity to most of the people in Hong Kong. According to van den Berghe (1978), 
people favour relatives over non-relatives, and offspring over distant relatives. A 
preference for the same race can foster the unity of a tribe. In Germany, immigrant 
players who look “German,” such as Klose and Podolski, are seldom involved in 
debates about German identity (Stachelsky, 2009).  
In Hong Kong, some respondents expressed that, going on first impressions, mainland 
players seemed more “local” than NPs. This is because mainland players have a similar 
physical appearance to locals and share similar languages. However, deep down, they 
                                                          




believed there were no real differences between mainland players and NPs. In other 
words, respondents did not care much about race. This attitude is also reflected in the 
questionnaire results. The mean of “To have parents born in Hong Kong” (M = 2.63 
SD = 1.01) is lowest on the scale. 
At first, it seems like mainland players are not NPs, because they look similar to us. But 
when I think about it carefully, they’re no different to foreign NPs. They also come from 
other places. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
We may not immediately recognize that mainland players are naturalised players because 
they look similar to us. However, when it comes down to it, they’re no different from the 
naturalised players who are from outside mainland China. For example, some mainland NPs 
don’t have the intention of being part of Hong Kong society. They can’t even speak basic 
Cantonese after they’ve be here for many years.  
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
Berghe’s concept, therefore, does not really applly to the case of Hong Kong football. 
The Hong Kong football fans interviewed did not specifically favour mainland players 
over NPs. They applied the same instrumental rules to all players, regardless of race, 
such as skills, commitment and contribution to the HK team. 
Skill and commitment to the team are the two biggest concerns for me. I use these rules to 
judge all players, no matter whether they are Chinese or foreign.  
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Skill is the only concern for me. I don’t care if you’re Chinese or foreign. If you’re qualified 
and good enough, you’re welcome to play for the HK team. What’s more, I don’t think 
bloodline players are Hong Kongers. They can’t even play for the Hong Kong team in the 
international games.  
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
In fact, mainland players are no different to foreign NPs. I use the same rules - skill and 
commitment - to judge them. 
(Chuck Yiu Kwok, Tommy, former BC Rangers player, former Chiasso player, age group: 
20-30) 
The factors that affected the way respondents evaluated the Hong Kong identity of 
NPs were also applied to mainland players and bloodline players. These included: 1. 
understanding Hong Kong culture; 2. motivation for coming to Hong Kong; 3. putting 
down roots in Hong Kong; and 4. place of upbringing  
1. I use the same rules to judge all players, such as how well they know the culture of 




don’t know whether bloodline players are Hong Kongers or not. It depends on their 
sense of belonging.  
(Jack Tam, fan, age group: 20-30) 
2. I do not think all NPs are Hong Kongers. However, I think Hwang Yeung (黃洋), is very 
“local”. He came to Hong Kong to finish his master’s degree, not to play professional 
football. … Similarly, to the naturalised players who are from outside mainland China, 
I focus on a player’s reasons for coming to Hong Kong.  
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 
3. I don’t identify some mainland players as Hong Kongers. They may leave Hong Kong at 
any time or after they retire.  
(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50) 
4. I don’t think bloodline players are Hong Kongers because they didn’t grow up in Hong 
Kong. 
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I don’t identify mainland players as Hong Kongers, because they didn’t grow up in 
Hong Kong. They’re no different from foreign NPs. 
(Anonymous retired player 2, age group: 40-50) 
Nevertheless, long-term residency is viewed as a factor for mainland players and 
bloodline players in being identified as local. 
I don’t think bloodline players are Hong Kongers because they haven’t lived here for long. 
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I think some mainland players are Hong Kongers such as Huang Yang (黃洋), Xu Deshuai (徐
德帥) and Ju Yingzhi (鞠盈智). They’ve played in Hong Kong for around ten years. I think 
they are representative enough to play for the HK team. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
The issue of long-term residency was not discussed in detail by respondents regarding 
NPs, because it is assumed that NPs have already been in Hong Kong for a long time 
(at least seven years), which is the time of Hong Kong’s naturalisation process  
I think a seven-year naturalisation process is very long. A player may spend his golden era 
as a football player in Hong Kong.  
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 
On another point, some respondents were unhappy with the current benefit afforded to 
mainland players due to their two-year naturalisation process. 61  They argued that 
mainland players should not be allowed to play for the HK team after only two years, 
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as it was not enough time for them to understand Hong Kong.  
I think mainland players should also stay in Hong Kong for more than seven years if they 
want to play for the HK team. I think seven years is long enough for you to understand a 
place and really become part of it, but two years is not enough. 
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Two years is a short period of time. It’s not enough for a player to know about Hong Kong. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Some mainland players have accepted bribes and cheated in games. These occurrences are 
very common in mainland football but are unacceptable in Hong Kong. Mainland players 
need time to learn to be honest players so two years is not enough. 
(Ben, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Moreover, some respondents also worried that the short naturalisation process afforded 
to mainland players would disadvantage young, local players. One respondent argued 
that from the perspective of a football club owner, naturalising a player from the 
mainland was more cost effective than training a local player. 
The two years naturalisation process is unfair to young players. It really hinders young 
players’ development. Naturalising a mainland player only takes two years but training a 
player from childhood though to be a professional adult player takes more than ten years. 
From a business perspective, it is reasonable that coaches and managers would prefer 
naturalising mainland players over training home grown players. It’s just more cost efficient. 
(Anthony, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Some respondents also argued that the China Football Association (CFA) and the 
HKFA are two different organizations, so no extra benefits should be given to 
mainland players. 
I am against the two-year naturalisation process, since the CFA and the HKFA are two 
separate organizations. Chinese players are not the same as Hong Kong players. The two-
year naturalisation process just hinders the development of young players. 
(Gary, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Some respondents, however, disagreed that mainland NPs hindered the development 
of young players. 
I don’t think mainland players hinder the development of young players, because only a 
few mainland players come to Hong Kong these days. Mainland players earn a lot of money 
in China. Most of them will not come to Hong Kong now. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I don’t think mainland NPs are a threat to local players. Just like foreign NPs, they can 




and improve themselves. In the world of professional football, skills and attitudes are the 
only concerns. 
(Chan Pakho, former Yuen Long player, current BC Rangers player, age group: 20-30) 
Some respondents also emphasised that bloodline players were not Hong Kongers 
even if they shared the descent or heritage of Hong Kongers. 
I don’t think bloodline players are Hong Kongers. … I don’t think they would have a strong 
sense of belonging to Hong Kong or a strong commitment to the team. 
(Hymen, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I don’t think bloodline players are Hong Kongers, because they can’t play for the HK team. 
(Fai, fan, age group: 40-50) 
I don’t consider bloodline players as Hong Kongers. These players have not been in Hong 
Kong for seven years. I feel that they are just sojourning in Hong Kong, even if they have 
the Hong Konger “blood”. 
(Hung, fan, age group: 20-30) 
I don’t think bloodline players are Hong Kongers. They just occasionally have Chinese faces. 
Zhi-Gin Andreas Lam has also said that he has no connection with Hong Kong. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
The reasons behind the rejection of bloodline players is consistent with the previous 
discussion: bloodline players cannot contribute to the HK team as they have not 
resided in Hong Kong for a long enough period of time. 
Nonetheless, some respondents still felt closer to mainland players or bloodline players 
than foreign players.  
I think mainland players are Hong Kongers because we all share Chinese blood. Your blood 
and skin determine who you are. 
 (So, fan, age group: over 60)  
Although they may not be very familiar with Hong Kong or able to speak Cantonese, I think 
bloodline players are Hong Kongers. They have the same blood as Hong Kongers. I would 
also support them to play for the HK team. The reason why they can’t play for the HK team 
is related to special policy matters in Hong Kong and China. What’s more, these players are 
very common in international football. For instance, Scott McTominay plays on the Scotland 
national football team. In fact, he could choose to play for either Scotland or England, 
because he was born in England, but his father is Scottish. Another example is the Boateng 
brothers. Jerome Boateng plays for the Germany national football team and Kevin-Prince 
Boateng plays for the Ghana national football team. They were both born in Germany, but 
their father is a Ghanaian.  
(Chan Wai Yui, sports journalist, age group: 40-50) 




(Anonymous retired player 1, age group: 40-50)  
There were slight differences in the opinions from So, Chan Wai Yui and Anonymous 
retired player 1. So stated that he felt closer to mainland players, because of their 
shared race. However, Chan Wai Yui and Anonymous retired player 1 stated that they 
felt close to Hong Kong bloodline players, but not mainland players. This may simply 
reflect a different understanding about the race of Hong Kongers and Chinese amongst 
these few respondents. 
To sum up, the comments regarding mainland players and bloodline players reflect 
that race and descent are not important considerations for most local football 
stakeholders. Most respondents did not specifically favour mainland and bloodline 
players over NPs from outside mainland China.  
Chapter summary 
In this chapter, I have presented the findings on how respondents evaluate the Hong 
Kong identity of naturalised players from outside Mainland China, Mainland players 
and bloodline players. In general, respondents did not consider all NPs to be Hong 
Kongers. Their views were shaped by some pertinent considerations, including 
“contributions to Hong Kong,” “place of birth and upbringing,” “motivation for 
coming to Hong Kong,” “putting down roots in Hong Kong,” and “understanding the 
culture, language and laws of Hong Kong”. Moreover, respondents did not favour 
Mainland players and bloodline players over NPs. They also did not consider all 
Mainland players and bloodline players as Hong Kongers. Factors that affected their 
evaluations on NPs were also applicable in regard to the identities of mainland players 





Chapter 7 Analysis of the conceptions about Hong Kong 
identity among local football respondents 
 
In general, naturalised players in the HK team had triggered a lot of discussions on the 
identity among local football stakeholders. The function of sports in affecting identity 
can be clearly observed in Hong Kong, even where is a small place and local football 
is not a popular entertainment. 
This chapter will further provide an in-depth analysis on Hong Kong identity. 
Respondents constructed two different types of identity during the interviews: the “HK 
team player,” and the “Hong Konger.” Contributing to the HK team is the only 
criterion for being a HK team player. The criteria for being a Hong Konger, however, 
is much more complex, and involves primordial factors, instrumental factors and civic 
factors. This chapter suggests that “having Hong Kong citizenship,” “contributing to 
Hong Kong” and “sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger” are the three foundations 
of Hong Kong identity. 
 
7.1 The “HK team” player and the “Hong Konger” 
Respondents’ reflections on the identities of NPs were presented in Chapters 5 and 6. 
In Chapter 5, respondents expressed that they were open to the inclusion of NPs in the 
HK team, as they were only concerned about what contributions the NPs would make 
to the team. Chapter 6 highlighted the fact that despite being open to the inclusion of 
NPs, respondents did not consider all NPs to be Hong Kongers. Factors beyond 
“contributing to Hong Kong,” including “place of birth and upbringing,” “motivation 
for coming to Hong Kong,” “understanding of the culture, language and laws of Hong 
Kong,” and “putting down roots in Hong Kong” all impacted on the ways respondents 
saw NPs in relation to Hong Kong identity. 
This section argues that through the interviews, respondents constructed two identities 
for NPs, the “HK team player” and the “Hong Konger.” These two identities look 
similar, but their conceptions are different, despite the fact that the HK team is a de 
facto national team.  
Although the respondents did not consider all NPs to be Hong Kongers, they were, 
nevertheless, open to the inclusion of NPs on the HK team. This suggests that being a 




NPs should be selected for the HK team, respondents were mostly concerned about 
performance and results. To put it simply, contributing to the HK team was the only 
factor that respondents considered when discussing the team selection. Race or other 
non-competitive factors were not taken into account. 
A discussion on Hong Kong identity, however, is more complex, and includes 
instrumental, primordial and civic conceptions. The complexities of being a “Hong 
Konger” will be elaborated on the next section.  
The below Figure (Fig. 7.1) illustrates the difference between the “HK team player” 
and the “Hong Konger”. In conceptualising the “HK team player,” respondents only 
had instrumental considerations. For the “Hong Konger,” however respondents had 
primordial and civic considerations, in addition to instrumental ones. 
 
Figure 7.1: the two levels and conceptions of Hong Kong identity 
 
 
In fact, different interpretations of local (or national) identity and national team player 
identity are not uncommon. Many Germans define themselves as an ethno-racially 
exclusive nation, but the national German football team is seen as an exception, and 




7.2 Understandings of Hong Kong identity 
Since Hong Kong identity is complex, this section provides an in-depth analysis on 
the formation of Hong Kong identity based on to the reflections from respondents. 
Instrumental, primordial and civic conceptions are all featured in respondents’ 
reflections. 
7.2.1 Instrumental conceptions 
Instrumental conceptions form part of respondent’s understandings of Hong Kong 
identity. Most respondents suggested that contributing to Hong Kong society was an 
important part of developing a Hong Kong identity. Playing for HK team was seen as 
a way of benefiting society. Hence, respondents were less likely to consider players, 
such as bloodline players, who cannot play for the HK team as Hong Kongers.  
 
7.2.2 Primordial conceptions 
Many of the factors influencing identity discussed by respondents in chapter 6 can be 
classified as primordial ethnic characteristics. These primordial ethnic factors can be 
further divided into three categories: “origin in Hong Kong,” “everyday life in Hong 
Kong,” and “sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger”. 
 
Table 7.1: Categories of primordial ethnic factors 
Origin in Hong Kong Everyday life in Hong 
Kong 
Sincerely wanting to 
be a Hong Konger 
Place of birth Understanding Hong Kong 
culture 
Putting down roots in 
Hong Kong 
Place of upbringing Speaking Cantonese and/or 
English  
 
Motivation for coming to 
Hong Kong 
Understanding Hong 
Kong’s laws, politics and 
social issues (civic factors) 
 
 
With regard the category “origin in Hong Kong,” it could be argued that the similarities 
between NPs and the wider public in Hong Kong provide the underlying key. To 
Weber (1922), Berghe (1988) and Bacova (1998), “similarities,” “uniqueness” and 




In discussions regarding “place of birth,” respondents did not express many strong 
opinions, as most respondents saw Hong Kong as a city with high levels of emigration 
and immigration. Many Hong Kongers, including some of the respondents themselves 
or their parents, may not have been born in Hong Kong, hence, they did not place much 
importance on birth place. This reflection is articulated by Kiss and Park (2014), who 
claim that ethnicity defines the identity of people in terms of ancestry, tradition, culture 
and language, but is not restricted to people who were born in and/or lived in a specific 
territory.  
In the discussions on “place of upbringing,” it became clear that respondents were 
more likely to consider NPs who grew up in Hong Kong as Hong Kongers, because of 
their similar formative experiences (e.g. attending school in Hong Kong). On the other 
hand, in the discussions on “motivation for coming to Hong Kong,” it became clear 
that respondents were less likely to consider NPs who came to Hong Kong as adults 
to play professional football as Hong Kongers, because they did not share similar 
formative experiences.  
Through the responses categorized under the theme of “everyday life in Hong Kong”, 
it became clear that respondents expected NPs to understand the important elements 
related to everyday life in Hong Kong. As section 6.2.5 mentioned, respondents saw 
“culture” as a factor impacting on the ways they viewed the identities of NPs. 
Nonetheless, respondents only discussed which cultural activities were important, not 
whether culture itself was important. As section 6.2.6 mentioned, respondents could 
not determine whether Chinese or English was the language that NPs should speak or 
learn; however, this did not mean that language was not an important part of Hong 
Kong identity. Since Cantonese and English are both spoken widely in Hong Kong, 
respondents were unable to determine which language was more important. It appears 
that respondents expected NPs to know about the “important elements” of everyday 
life in Hong Kong. According to Bacova (1998), identity is not “given” to an individual 
in advance nor is it a permanent state, rather it is constructed during one’s development 
and undergoes changes during one’s life. Accordingly, the respondents believed that 
NPs could somehow “develop” a Hong Kong identity through their interactions and 
participation in local everyday life. Although there are different ideas on which 
particular cultural activities or languages are important, the thinking of all respondents 




activities and/or languages were important parts of Hong Kong’s everyday life. Fredrik 
Barth (1969) claimed that, the characteristics of an ethnic community, such as 
language, culture, religion, and territory, keep on changing. Therefore, ethnic identity 
is neither fixed nor permanent. As such, it is reasonable that respondents would have 
different views on which elements were important parts of everyday life in Hong Kong.  
In chapter 2, the literature pointed out that language is a factor in primordial ethnic 
identity, however, according to their survey data, Kiss and Park (2014) suggested that 
language was a factor in civic identity. Here, In the case of Hong Kong, language is 
arguably still a factor in ethnic identity rather than civic identity, illustrated by the fact 
that respondents did not frequently mention Chinese or English as “official languages.” 
Rather, respondents focused on language as an aspect of everyday life, which was 
similar to their discussions on culture. 
To sum up, respondents did not want NPs to be “plastic Hong Kongers” (Hong 
Kongers because of passport only).62 Respondents expected NPs to know about the 
important aspects of life in Hong Kong. Ethnic identity is not “given” to an individual 
in advance and forever but is constructed during one’s development and can undergo 
changes during one’s life (Bacova, 1998). Merfyn Jones (1992) argues that identity is 
formed when people inhabit, influence and react to the society. This can explain why 
respondents linked Hong Kong identity with lifestyle aspects in Hong Kong. 
Undoubtedly, respondents wanted NPs to adapt to the lifestyle of the general 
population in Hong Kong. Demanding that new citizens or immigrants behave 
similarly to local residents, however, is not a phenomenon unique to Hong Kong. In 
Germany, supporters of the centre-right emphasize that immigrants should transform 
into “good” or “real” Germans (Gehring, 2016). Similarly, it could be said that local 
football respondents believed NPs should become “good” or “real” Hong Kongers. 
In the theme “sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger”, it reflected respondents holding 
a cultural perspective toward the primordial ethnic identity. As section 3.2.2 mentioned, 
cultural perspective argues that ethnic identity is based on emotion attachment. The 
act of “putting down roots in Hong Kong” was seen as an indicator that an NPs 
sincerely wanted to be a Hong Konger. In Chapter 6, it was posited that respondents 
thought that NPs who planned to stay and settle down in Hong Kong with their families 
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were putting down roots. According to Smith (1991) and Jarvie (1993), identity does 
not come from lifestyle and common activities but from the subjective feelings and 
values of a population possessing common experiences and shared cultural traits. 
Geertz (1973) argues that the “givens,” such as blood connections, religion, culture, 
mother tongue, and other social practices, cannot objectively build an identity; rather, 
identity is built through the emotions, that people attach to those things. Through the 
interviews, it became clear that respondents hoped NPs would not treat Hong Kong 
only as a place of work. As such, the intentions, to stay in Hong Kong after retirement 
and/or settle in Hong Kong with one’s family were seen as evidence that NPs were 
invested emotionally in Hong Kong and wanted to be Hong Kongers. Simply put, 
respondents hoped NPs would treat Hong Kong as their home and not just a place to 
work. 
 
7.2.3 Civic conceptions 
Table 7.2: Civic factors 
Understanding Hong Kong’s laws, 
politics and social issues  
Having Hong Kong citizenship 
 
“Understanding laws, politics and social issues in Hong Kong” is a factor with civic 
characteristics, but it also fits within the categorize of “everyday life in Hong Kong”. 
As discussed in Chapter 6, this factor was controversial. Younger respondents 
expected NPs to have a basic understanding of laws, politics and social issues in Hong 
Kong (as an act of civic responsibility), but older respondents were not particularly 
concerned about this. This difference in opinion came down to whether an individual 
respondent believed that laws, politics and civic responsibilities were important parts 
of people’s lives in Hong Kong. As the underlying thinking here was based on the 
importance of laws, politics and social issues to everyday life, I placed “understanding 
Hong Kong’s laws, politics and social issues” under the category of “everyday life in 
Hong Kong”.  
The below figure (Fig. 7.2) shows a conceptualisation of “everyday life in Hong Kong”. 
It contains primordial ethnic factors and also civic factors. Civic factors, however, 





Figure 7.2: Factors in “everyday life in Hong Kong” 
 
 
In Chapter 6, respondents also discussed the civic factor of “having Hong Kong 
citizenship.” They tended to relate citizenship with instrumental and primordial factors. 
Having Hong Kong citizenship on its own, however, was not enough to affect whether 
respondents saw NPs as Hong Kongers.  
 
7.2.4 Race as a factor: a non-favourable attitude towards mainland and bloodline 
players 
When Hong Kong identity is discussed, it inevitably touches on the issue of Chinese 
identity. Nonetheless, race was not a concern for most respondents. No preferences 
were given to mainland players or bloodline players. Mainland players and bloodline 
players were also treated as NPs by most respondents. This may imply that respondents 
do not think “Hong Kongers” and “Chinese” are the same race. As the data from “the 
public opinion programme of people’s ethnic identity” in chapter 2 points out, in 2015, 
only 18.1 to 22.1 percent of participants identified themselves as “Chinese,” (the 
lowest level since the hand-over in 1997). On the other hand, 36.3 to 40.2 percent of 
participants identified themselves as “Hong Kongers.” However, distinguishing 
“Hong Kongese” from “Chinese” is not the main objective of this research, so I will 
stop this discussion here. 
To sum up, primordial, instrumental and civic conceptions are all factors constructing 
Hong Kong identity. Even though respondents clearly pointed out more primordial 
factors than other factors, this does not really help establish which set of conceptions 
was the most important. This will be explored in the next section. 
 
7.3 Prioritizing the conceptions 
This section will explore and interpret the importance of conceptions mentioned in the 




“sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger” are suggested as the three foundations of 
Hong Kong identity.  
 
7.3.1 The foundations of Hong Kong identity: Having Hong Kong citizenship” 
Respondents tended to relate citizenship with other primordial or instrumental factors 
when evaluating the importance of citizenship. Although having Hong Kong 
citizenship alone was not sufficient to affect the way respondents saw NPs, it does not 
mean that citizenship is meaningless. In section 6.2.9, a respondent articulated the 
“grey area” in relation to Hong Kong citizenship. 
If you have citizenship, I can’t say you are not a Hong Konger. But it does not mean that I 
will say you are a Hong Konger. 
(Dicky, fan, age group: 20-30) 
Following Dicky’s line of thought, I propose citizenship as one of the foundations of 
Hong Kong identity, because when an NP has citizenship, local football fans would 
not say he is not a Hong Konger. In other words, Hong Kong identity cannot be based 
solely on citizenship, but it also cannot exist without citizenship.  
 
7.3.2 Fans’ opinions about Dai Wai Tsun (戴偉浚) 
The case of Dai Wai Tsun provided a way to explore which conceptions, besides 
having citizenship, are also important factors in Hong Kong identity. Dai is a 19-year-
old Hong Kong player who plays for FC Utrecht. He was dropped from the HK team 
for the friendly game against Thailand on October 11, 2018, because of a supposed 
knee injury. However, Hong Kong netizens discovered that he had joined the training 
camp for the China national under 21 football team instead. 
In general, fans did not welcome Dai back to the HK team after this incident and do 
not see him as a Hong Konger.  
Honestly, I don’t have any real feelings about Dai. First, he’s not a HK team player, so I don’t 
want to talk about him. Second, I believe 90 percent of spectators in this stadium haven’t 
seen him play before. We don’t know him. If we must choose a midfielder, we would favour 
Lam Ka Wai63 over Dai, because he has played for HK team more than ten years. At least, we 
know him well. Third, joining the China under 21 training camp might have been good for 
his career, so we can’t criticise his decision in regard to this. But bear in mind, he shouldn’t 
                                                          




come back play on the HK team anymore. We know that the level of the HK team is low, and 
that it’s reasonable for a player to go to a better team, but the HK team isn’t just a safety 
net. We only welcome players who really want to play for the HK team.    
(Anonymous fan 1, age group: 20-30) 
I wouldn’t welcome Dai Wai Tsun back to the HK team anymore. The HK team is not a 
condom. He’d really be disrespecting the HK team if he failed to get a position on the China 
team and then come back to the HK team in the future. We only want players who sincerely 
want to play for the HK team. I don’t know whether he is a Hong Konger or not, but I would 
say Giovane64 are more of a “Hong Konger” than him, because at least Giovane turns up to 
play for the HK team. 
(Anonymous fan 2, age group: 20-30) 
On the face of it, Dai should “objectively” be seen as a local player. He was born and 
raised in Hong Kong, spent his formative years here, received his football training here 
and should know the lifestyle of Hong Kong very well. However, fans still do not 
really see him as a “qualified” HK team player or a Hong Konger.  
 
7.3.3 The foundations of Hong Kong identity: “contributing to Hong Kong” and 
“sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger”  
Based on the reflections from fans about Dai, there are arguably two more factors at 
the foundations of Hong Kong identity: the instrumental conception of “contributing 
to Hong Kong” and the primordial conception of “sincerely wanting to be a Hong 
Konger”. Dai failed to meet those two basic criteria, so fans stopped seeing him as a 
Hong Konger.  
With regard to “contributing”, fans said Giovane was more of a “Hong Konger” than 
Dai, because he played for the HK team; this means fans recognized the contribution 
of Giovane to the HK team. This also infers that “contributing” is more important than 
other primordial factors, such as understanding Hong Kong culture. Outside of Hong 
Kong, “contributing” also appears to be a more important factor than other primordial 
and civic factors. In Germany, supporters of the centre-right believe that immigrant 
players become German as a result of their hard work on the national team (Gehring, 
2016). This view is supported by de Maiziere (2010) who claims support from 
government or society cannot make an identity without one’s own hard work. 
                                                          





It is perhaps no surprise that instrumentalism is more important than other factors in 
Hong Kong identity. Bill Chou (2010) suggests that colonial era education contributed 
to the instrumentalism in Hong Kong identity. He argues that the Hong Kong 
government embedded a market-driven ideology into the education system. Students, 
for example, learn English only to facilitate further study or career advancement. The 
education system is designed to produce a productive labour force, not to foster an 
appreciation of culture, history or politics. Consistent with what Gellner (1983) 
suggests, plenty of authorities with a monopoly of power to control their education 
systems, cultivate a culture within their educational systems which is beneficial to their 
societies. The British colonial government in Hong Kong, however, cultivated a 
“utilitarian” culture in the education system that, in turn, impacts on the formation of 
Hong Kong identity. The Culture and Heritage Commission Consultation Paper 2002 
from the Home Affairs Bureau (HAB) also revealed that the “inclination toward short-
term interests and utilitarianism was a characteristic of Hong Kong society which was 
hard to change” (HAB, 2002; p.5). However, contrary to the HAB’s report, 
respondents in this study had concerns about the long-term development of the HK 
team. This was especially the case, in relation to the selection of NPs for the HK team65. 
As such, the utilitarianism of Hong Kong people may not be limited to short-term 
concerns. Moreover, the “utilitarianism” expressed here was not based on personal 
interests but rather on benefitting society in general. Lau (1978) suggests that Hong 
Kong people are subject to “utilitarian familism,” meaning that family or personal 
interests are more important to them than the general interests of society. However, 
respondents, even players and coaches, favoured the interests of the HK team over 
their personal interests. For instance, they repeatedly raised concerns over the benefits 
that NPs would bring to the HK team and even negated the view that NPs would hinder 
the development of young players66. Even though the instrumental or utilitarian mind-
set is still at the core of Hong Kong identity, it may be more complex than the HAB’s 
report indicated in regard to the HK team, both long-term interests and general team 
                                                          
65 Cham Pak Ho: Most NPs are old. We need to have long-term planning. Young players should train harder to fill the gaps 
when NPs retire. 
66 Chan Pak Ho: I think the participation of NPs is good for young players. NPs can be a motivator for young players to train 
harder if they want to be players on the HK team. The good performances of NPs keep reminding young players to train hard 
and do our best to be better players, especially if we want to play for the HK team or be part of the regular starting line-up in 
the club. In the world of professional football, performance is the only factor you should think about. If you are good enough, 




interests were put ahead of short-term and personal interests by local football 
respondents. 
In relation to the notion “sincerely wanting to be Hong Konger,” Dai failed in the eyes 
of respondents. Although he was born and raised in Hong Kong, fans saw and assessed 
his attitude toward Hong Kong and the HK team unfavourably. In section 6.2.4 and 
7.2.2, in the discussions about “putting down roots in Hong Kong,” it was suggested 
that sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger, and not just treating Hong Kong as a place 
of work, was one of the factors affecting how respondent’s saw the Hong Kong identity 
of NPs. In Dai’s case, fans saw that he joined the training camp of the China under 21 
team instead of representing the HK team, essentially putting the development of his 
football career ahead of the HK team. This gave fans the impression that he was 
treating Hong Kong only as a place of work. Moreover, fans pointed out that the HK 
team should not be a “safety net” or “condom”. These comments indicate that fans 
believe the HK team should not just be used as a means to an end and that players 
should sincerely want to play for the team. In brief, they felt that Dai lacked sincerity. 
In this case, fans equated the notion of “sincerely wanting to play for the HK team” as 
“sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger”.  
To sum up, through respondents’ views on NP and Hong Kong football, the Hong 
Kong identity cannot be formed without Hong Kong citizenship, contributing to Hong 
Kong society, and sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger, nonetheless, it also cannot 
be formed only with these three elements. Therefore, I propose that Hong Kong 
identity could be encapsulated in the next figure (Fig. 7.3).  
Figure 7.3 shows that “Having Hong Kong citizenship”, “contributing to the Hong 
Kong society” and “be sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger” are the three 
foundations of Hong Kong identity. Other primordial and civic factors can be built 
upon these foundations. An NP, for example, could develop a Hong Kong identity by 
first attaining Hong Kong citizenship, contributing to Hong Kong society and sincerely 
wanting to be a Hong Konger, and then develop other primordial and civic factors into 
their identity, such as understanding Hong Kong culture and speaking Cantonese or 










This chapter provided an in-depth analysis on two constructed identities: the “HK team 
player” and the “Hong Konger.” Instrumental conceptions are the only factors relevant 
to the construction of the “HK team player” identity for the respondents. This is 
illustrated by the fact that respondents were only concerned about the benefits that NPs 
could bring to the HK team. Instrumental conceptions, primordial conceptions and 
civic conceptions are all factors in the “Hong Konger” identity. The civic factor “to 
have the Hong Kong citizenship,” along with the instrumental factor “contributing to 
Hong Kong” and the primordial factor “sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger” form 





Chapter 8 Conclusion 
8.1 General retrospect 
I have been a fan of local Hong Kong football since I was 15. The 2009 AFC Cup 
semi-final between South China Athletic Association and Kuwait SC was the game 
that drew my attention away from world class European football and toward local 
football in Hong Kong. Since then, watching local football competitions has been a 
part of my everyday life. As a local football fan, I hope to contribute to local football 
through my academic background hence I decided to conduct research related to Hong 
Kong football.  
In Chapter 1, an introduction to this research was provided. In recent years, an 
increased number of naturalized players have been selected for the Hong Kong 
representative football team, and the Hong Kong public have had opinions about it. 
They have argued over whether these NPs should be selected for the HK team, and 
whether they should be seen as Hong Kongers, especially as they represent Hong Kong 
in international tournaments (Ho & Chiu, 2016). I have taken these public debates and 
turned them into an academic analysis, in order to provide a clear and organized picture 
about the particular factors involved in these arguments. This research had four 
objectives. First, to find out why the arguments around NPs have become so 
controversial in recent years. Second, to investigate the attitudes of local football 
participants towards the inclusion of NPs in the HK team. Third, to explore whether 
local football participants consider NPs as Hong Kongers. Fourth, to investigate the 
characteristics of Hong Kong identity within the framework of sporting culture. 
In Chapter 2, explanations about the links between sports and identity were given. 
Functional perspectives and humanistic perspectives were adopted to provide a 
theoretical background on how sport affects and/or can be linked to identity. From a 
functional perspective, sport is a quasi-religion which can unify a tribe and build a 
common identity. From a humanistic perspective, sport is a system that social actors 
can construct their identities on through their participation in games. Real life cases 
linking sporting competitions and regional identities in Scotland, Wales and Ireland 
were presented. These cases were also compared with similar cases in the Hong Kong 




Hong Kong football were also highlighted, such as the rapid integration of Hong Kong 
and China and peripheral nationalism. 
In Chapter 3, detailed conceptions of identity were provided. Three conceptions were 
used to explain the components of identity: primordial, instrumental and civic. 
Primordialism explains identity as being linked to neighbourhood, kin connection, 
self-attribution of membership, common culture, territory and biological traits (Bacova, 
1998). Instrumentalism defines identity through its pragmatic and situational aspects, 
showing how identity can be built on benefits and practical advantages (mostly 
economic and political) (Bacova, 1998). Civic identity refers to identity as the citizenry, 
along with the political and legal institutions of the state, but not the traditions, 
language or religion of a place. In other words, the term “civic” refers to a person’s 
legal status in the state (Kiss & Park, 2014). 
In Chapter 4, the methodology of this research was introduced. Participants were 
mainly recruited through the personal network of the researcher. Purposive sampling, 
convenience sampling, and snowball sampling were all adopted at the same time. 
Twenty-four local football stakeholders participated in the research. Quantitative and 
qualitative research methods were both adopted. Respondents were invited to 
participate in a short questionnaire and a face-to-face interview. The questionnaire 
aimed at testing the ethnic conceptions and civic conceptions of respondents in regard 
to Hong Kong identity. The questionnaire was modified from a set of survey questions 
measuring Britishness that was developed by Kiss and Park (2014). The face-to-face 
interview was semi-structured. There were two main sections in the interview guide. 
First, to examine respondents’ attitudes toward the participation of NPs in the HK team. 
Second, to examine the ways respondents saw the identities of NPs.   
Chapter 5 responded to the first and second research questions. It proposed reasons for 
the rising attention on NPs in the HK team and presented respondents’ attitudes toward 
the inclusion of NPs on the HK team. Aside from the political factors outlined in 
chapter 2, the increasing numbers of NPs on the HK team was proposed as the reason 
drawing public attention to the identity of NPs. In general, local football respondents 
were open to the inclusion of NPs on the HK team, as the primary concern was the 
results of the team. Hence, if NPs were able to contribute to the HK team in either the 




can be described as instrumental. However, an open attitude towards the inclusion of 
NPs does not mean respondents were ready to accept NPs as Hong Kongers.  
Chapter 6 responded to the third research questions. It examined the ways respondents 
evaluated the Hong Kong identity of NPs. Respondents explained some factors that 
affected the way they saw the identity of NPs, including: “contributing to Hong 
Kong”, “place of birth and upbringing”, “motivation for coming to Hong Kong”, 
“putting down roots in Hong Kong”, “understanding the culture, language, laws and 
social issues of Hong Kong ” and “having Hong Kong citizenship”. These factors 
involved instrumental, primordial and civic conceptions. Respondents believed that 
contributing was an important factor in Hong Kong identity. They did not pay much 
attention to the place of birth, but they cared about the place of upbringing. They were 
more likely to consider NPs who grew up in Hong Kong as Hong Kongers. They also 
cared about a player’s motivations for coming to Hong Kong. They were more likely 
to consider NPs who did not initially come to Hong Kong to play professional football 
as Hong Kongers. They also expected NPs to treat Hong Kong as home, by putting 
down roots in the city. The factors “understanding Hong Kong culture” and 
“understanding the laws and social issues of Hong Kong” were more controversial 
than other factors, because young and old respondents had different understandings 
about the meaning of “culture” and the importance of laws and social issues in regard 
to everyday life. Language issues were also controversial, as respondents could not 
determine whether Cantonese or English was more important in Hong Kong. Not all 
respondents agreed that having citizenship was an important factor in Hong Kong 
identity though, because having citizenship on its own does not indicate that an NP is 
familiar with the lifestyle in Hong Kong or contributes to Hong Kong. Notably, 
respondents did not favour mainland players and bloodline players over NPs who were 
from outside mainland China. They also did not consider all mainland players and 
bloodline players to be Hong Kongers. Factors that affected the ways respondents saw 
NPs, also impacted on the ways they saw the identities of mainland players and 
bloodline players.  
Chapter 7 responded to the fourth research question. It provided a detailed analysis on 
Hong Kong identity. First, it outlined why being a “HK team player” was different 




cared about the benefits that NPs could bring to the HK team. This conception was 
labelled as an instrumental conception. Second, factors, discussed in chapter 6, were 
analyzed in terms of how they impacted on the way respondents understood Hong 
Kong identity. These factors included instrumental, primordial and civic conceptions. 
It was then posited that the three foundations of Hong Kong identity (as understood by 
local football respondents) were: the instrumental factor of “contributing Hong Kong”, 
the primordial factor of “sincerely wanting to be a Hong Konger” and the civic factor 
of “having Hong Kong citizenship”. 
8.2 Alternative explanations, limitations and further suggestions for research 
There can be many different explanations about how Hong Kong identity is structured. 
First, the importance of “contributing Hong Kong” and the notion of “sincerely 
wanting to be a Hong Konger” can be seen clearly through the discontent of fans in 
regard to Dai Wai Tsun and his lie to the HK team. Nonetheless, the discontent of fans 
in regard to Dai may stem from his switch from the HK team to China under-21 
training camp. It is, or course, possible that if Dai had left the HK team to join the 
England under-21 training camp, the reactions of fans would have been different. 
Although fans did not mention this, the possibility cannot be neglected. Second, 
according to Bacova (1998), instrumentalism sometimes overlaps with primordialism 
to unify and mobilize the masses to enforce the interests of a society. It is possible, 
however, that some elements in the primordial conception are “invented traditions” 
(Hobsbawm, 1983). For instance, some respondents mentioned that they expected NPs 
to know how to use an Octopus card and watch TVB. The Octopus card was introduced 
in 1997 and TVB has only been around since 1967; as such, it is hard to define them 
as social traditions with a long history. Therefore, it is possible that Hong Kong 
identity is purely instrumental, but respondents try to cover this up with primordial 
factors to make it somehow less secular and more sacred.  
This thesis investigated the conceptions of Hong Kong identity. However, some 
limitations should be noted, many of which are difficult to avoid totally in some types 
of social research though the methodology sought to minimise them.  First, all the 
respondents were stakeholders who actively participate in Hong Kong football. Future 
research could potentially compare the attitudes of local football stakeholders with the 
general public in regard to the identity of NPs. Second, the recruitment of respondents 




sampling method should be devised if possible and used in future research. For 
instance, future researchers could work with the HKFA or clubs in the Hong Kong 
Premier League; and a more comprehensive sampling of fans and players could be 
attained through these networks. Third, this research is unable to explain the changing 
of perceptions overtime. Certain key events in different periods of time, such as the 
changes in immigration laws of Hong Kong, the revision of FIFA regulations and the 
game between Hong Kong and China, are suggested to have had important impacts on 
public perceptions of NPs, so age of interviewees are varied in this research. They had 
not all experienced all these and other events, so it is hard to compare their perceptions 
in the light of all these events. Fourth, only two current players, one naturalised player, 
and three retired players participated in this research. Future research and deeper 
analysis would require interviewing more players, current or perhaps retired player, 
who have had the first-hand experience of working with NPs. Fifth, this research took 
perspectives from fans, coaches, journalists and local players. Future research should 
also reach out to naturalised players to investigate how they themselves interpret their 
own identities. It could be possible to contact past players and possibly ask them about 
their experiences when they were in HK and perhaps reasons for leaving Hong Kong 
after they retired or their feelings of representing the HK team.  
Moreover, academically, the identity arguments in Hong Kong football and issues 
related to Hong Kong women’s football also worthy topics for future study. Women’s 
sport is a rising topic in sporting sociology. There are no professional women’s football 
leagues in Hong Kong. However, on a world stage, some Hong Kong female football 
players are able to be professional players and even elite coaches in China, Wales, 
Japan and Australia. Motivations and factors behind their achievements are very 
worthy of future research.  
 
8.3 Policy insights  
Although providing policy suggestions to the government on how to deal with the 
issues surrounding new immigrants and ethnic minorities, such as refugees, is not a 
main aim of this research, the suggested model of Hong Kong identity proposed in 
Chapter 7 could provide some insights on how policies could be devised to help to 
modify some of the negative public attitudes towards refugees and new immigrants. 




service could be a way to change public attitudes. As the model suggests, “contributing 
to Hong Kong” is one of the foundations of Hong Kong identity. Allowing refugees 
and new immigrants to “contribute” to society, could be an effective way to alter 
negative public attitudes, and a step up from showcasing their miserable lives to the 





Appendix 1 Poster from CFA 
 
Don’t underestimate any opponents. This team (Hong Kong) has black skin, yellow 
skin and white skin people, playing against a team with such diverse background, 
you’d better be prepared. 67 
   
                                                          
67 Porteous, “Chinese Football Fans Told: Don’t Underestimate Black Skin, Yellow Skin, White Skin Hong Kong”, South China 




Appendix 2 Poster from HKFA 
 
Don’t let other people look down (on you). Our soccer team has black skin, yellow 
skin, and white skin, the goal is the same to fight for Hong Kong. You are 
Hongkoners so you must support us!68 
  
                                                          
68   Porteous, “Chinese Football Fans Told: Don’t Underestimate Black Skin, Yellow Skin, White Skin Hong Kong”, South China 




Appendix 3 Mean scores on ethnic statements and civic 
statements on Hong Kong identity 
Mean scores on ethnic statements and civic statements on Hong Kong identity 
To share Hong Kong’s customs and 
traditions 
Ethnic statements 
(M = 3.42, SD = 
0.65) 
M = 4.05 SD = 0.91 
To live in Hong Kong for more than a 
third of one’s life time  
M = 3.53 SD = 0.90 
To be born in Hong Kong M = 3.47 SD = 1.31 
To have parents born in Hong Kong  M = 2.63 SD = 1.01 
To respect and understand Hong 
Kong’s political institutions and laws 
Civic statements 
(M = 3.95, SD = 
0.57) 
M = 4.16 SD = 0.96 
To have Hong Kong citizenship M = 4.11 SD = 1.1 






Appendix 4 Mean score of ethnic statements and civic 
statements on Hong Kong identity by age 
Mean score of ethnic statements and civic statements on Hong Kong identity by age 
 Age No. Mean Std. Deviation 
To be born in Hong Kong 20-29 14 3.07 1.27 
40-49 4 4.75 .5 
50 or above 1 4.00 NA. 
Total 19 3.47 1.31 
To live in Hong Kong for more than a 
third of one’s life time 
20-29 14 3.57 .85 
40-49 4 3.50 1.29 
50 or above 1 3.00 NA 
Total 19 3.53 .90 
To share Hong Kong’s customs and 
traditions 
20-29 14 4.21 .97 
40-49 4 3.50 .58 
50 or above 1 4.00 NA. 
Total 19 4.05 .91 
To have parents born in Hong Kong 20-29 14 2.29 .73 
40-49 4 3.50 1.29 
50 or above 1 4.00 NA. 
Total 19 2.63 1.01 
To have Hong Kong citizenship 20-29 14 4.14 1.17 
40-49 4 4.25 .96 
50 or above 1 3.00 NA. 
Total 19 4.10 1.1 
To speak Cantonese 20-29 14 3.57 .76 
40-49 4 4.00 .82 
50 or above 1 2.00 NA. 
Total 19 3.58 .84 
To respect and understand Hong Kong’s 
political institutions and laws 
20-29 14 4.36 .93 
40-49 4 3.50 1 
50 or above 1 4.00 NA. 
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